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Abstract
We study three dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric Chern-Simons-Matter theo-
ries on the direct product of circle and two dimensional hemisphere (S1 ×D2) with
specified boundary conditions by the method of localization. We construct boundary
interactions to cancel the supersymmetric variation of three dimensional superpo-
tential term and Chern-Simons term and show inflows of bulk-boundary anomalies.
It finds that the boundary conditions induce two dimensional N = (0, 2) type su-
persymmetry on the boundary torus. We also study the relation between the 3d-2d
coupled partition function of our model and three dimensional holomorphic blocks.
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1 Introduction
After the prominent work by Pestun [1], various supersymmetric gauge theories on curved
spacetimes have been investigated and rigid supersymmetries on these backgrounds have
been constructed. By evaluating fixed point sets of supersymmetries combined with the
method of localization, one can calculate exact partition functions of these supersymmet-
ric theories. For example, round sphere S3 [2, 3, 4] and ellipsoid S3b [5] are investigated
as suitable backgrounds of three dimensional supersymmetric theories. The supercon-
formal index on S1 × S2 [6, 7] is also analyzed to count the number of BPS operators
and extract topological data in mathematical physics applications. These functions play
important roles in studying M5-branes, IR dualities among supersymmetric theories and
the AdS/CFT correspondence.
It is widely believed that these supersymmetric theories have interesting properties of
the factorizations with fundamental building blocks. For examples, in three dimensional
cases, it is conjectured [8] that the N = 2 supersymmetric partition function on S3b and
the superconformal index on S1×S2 can be expressed as bilinears of two identical building
blocks Bα(x, q):
ZS3
b
orS1×S2 =
∑
α
Bα(x, q)Bα(x˜, q˜). (1.1)
The authors of [8] have proposed some general rule to write down these universal blocks
called holomorphic blocks. By the analogy of the pure Chern-Simon theory [9] and topo-
logical and anti-topological fusion in two dimensions [10], it is expected that holomorphic
blocks should be partition functions of three dimensional Chern-Simons-Matter theories
on a solid torus (Melvin cigar). In order to clarify the relation between their partition
functions (indices) and holomorphic blocks, it is an interesting problem to construct ex-
plicitly N = 2 supersymmetric Chern-Simons-Matter theories on a solid torus.
By considering properties of the factorization, we expect that these holomorphic
blocks originate in supersymmetric theories with boundaries. When the backgrounds have
boundaries, we can introduce physical degrees of freedom on them and classify what types
of BPS boundaries are allowed in the supersymmetric Chern-Simons-Matter theories.
The half BPS boundary conditions have been studied for N = 1 supersymmetric pure
Chern-Simons theory [11] , for supersymmetric Chern-Simons-Matter theories [12, 13].
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The BPS boundary theories known at present are realized as super Wess-Zumino-Witten
(WZW) models and it is an natural question to ask whether other types of boundary
interactions exist or not ? For example, in two dimensional N = (2, 2) theories, the
boundary interaction is described in terms of matrix factorizations so that the effect
of supersymmetric variation of the superpotential [14, 15] is cancelled. However higher
dimensional analogues of the matrix factorization have not been much studied yet.
In this article, we investigate three dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric Chern-Simons-
Matter theories on the direct product of circle and two dimensional hemisphere (S1×D2)
towards the understanding of properties of building blocks and the factorization. We
impose suitable boundary conditions onN = 2 multiplets consistent with supersymmetric
transformations. Under the conditions, super Yang-Mills action and kinematic action of
the chiral multiplet are written as Q-exact manner without surface terms and it implies
these actions are invariant under the supersymmetric transformations. On the other
hand, in the presence of boundary, the Chern-Simons term is not invariant under the
supersymmetric transformation nor the gauge transformation. So we have to introduce
some boundary term to compensate these two variations. Here we propose two possible
ways to make the theory gauge invariant. One way is to lift gauge parameters to physical
fields on the boundary and treat them as a chiral gauged WZW model. The other is
to introduce N = (0, 2) theories on the boundary. They are chiral theories and have
gauge anomalies which compensate gauge non-invariant terms of the three dimensional
bulk theory.
Next we evaluate the 3d-2d coupled index on S1 × D2 in terms of supersymmetric
localization and try to relate the 3d-2d index to holomorphic blocks to understand the
structure of the bilinearity. In the cases of Abelian gauge theories, we find that 3d-2d
indices reproduce holomorphic blocks in the particular choice of the fugacity.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain super Yang-Mills action
and kinematic action of the chiral multiplet and introduce consistent boundary conditions
for N = 2 multiplets. In section 3, we discuss BPS boundary interactions for superpoten-
tial terms (three dimensional analogue of the matrix factorization) and the Chern-Simons
term. We also show the restriction of the N = 2 supersymmetric transformation to the
boundary torus leads to an N = (0, 2) supersymmetric theory in two dimensions. In sec-
tions 4 and 5, we evaluate one-loop determinants of three dimensional N = 2 (vector and
chiral) multiplets and two dimensional boundary N = (0, 2) (vector, chiral, and Fermi)
multiplets to study the relation between the 3d-2d indices on S1 × D2 and holomorphic
blocks in three dimensions. In section 6, we study several topics by illustrating concrete
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examples; first we consider an S1-uplift version of the N = (2, 2) hemisphere partition
function of CPN -model on D2 and point out the index of this model is related to the
K-theoretic J-function of CPN , in other words, the q-deformed Whittaker function. The
second model is the U(N) SQCD and we study the structure of the index of this SQCD
and its connection to K-theoretic vortex partition functions and surface operators. Third
one is the gauge/Bethe correspondence. The last topic is the action of Wilson loops and
vortex loops on the 3 dim index. The last section is devoted to summary and discussion.
2 N = 2 supersymmetric theory on S1 ×D2
In this section, we will construct supersymmetric gauge theories on S1 × D2 and intro-
duce supersymmetric boundary conditions for the hemisphere. The construction of the
supersymmetry and the Lagrangian are parallel to the S1 × S2 case [7].
The hemisphere D2 with radius r is specified by the set of coordinates (ϑ, ϕ) with
0 ≤ ϑ ≤ π
2
, 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π and the boundary of the hemisphere is defined by ϑ = π
2
. The
circle S1 is also parameterized by the coordinate τ with 0 ≤ τ ≤ βr and βr is the length
of the perimeter of S1. We can write the metric of S1 ×D2 ;
ds2 = r2dϑ2 + r2 sin2 ϑdϕ2 + dτ 2. (2.1)
In the following, we use µ’s (µ = 1, 2, 3) for superscripts and subscripts in the curved
space with 1 = ϑ, 2 = ϕ and 3 = τ . On the other hand, we take the symbol aˆ (a = 1, 2, 3)
for variables in the local Lorentz frame.
Now we construct supersymmetry in the curved space that is realized by conformal
Killing spinors ǫ, ǫ¯. These spinors should satisfy the set of equations;
∇µǫ = 1
2r
γµγ3ǫ, ∇µǫ¯ = − 1
2r
γµγ3ǫ¯. (2.2)
The solutions of these equations are given by
ǫ = e
τ
2r e−
i
2
γ2ϑe
i
2
γ3ϕǫ(2)o , ǫ¯ = e
− τ
2r e
i
2
γ2ϑe
i
2
γ3ϕǫ¯(2)o , (2.3)
where we choose the constant spinors ǫ
(2)
o = γ3ˆǫ
(2)
o = (ǫ0, 0)
T and ǫ¯
(2)
o = −γ3ǫ¯(2)o = (0, ǫ¯o)T
so that the component of the Killing vector ǫ¯γµǫ along the ϑ-direction vanishes.
With the set of Killing spinors (2.3), supersymmetric transformation of the vector
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multiplet (A.5) is expressed as
δAµ =
i
2
(ǫ¯γµλ− λ¯γµǫ), (2.4)
δσ =
1
2
(ǫ¯λ− λ¯ǫ), (2.5)
δλ = −1
2
γµνFµνǫ−Dǫ+ iγµDµσǫ+ i
r
σγ3ǫ, (2.6)
δλ¯ = −1
2
γµνFµν ǫ¯+Dǫ¯− iγµDµσǫ¯+ i
r
σγ3ǫ¯, (2.7)
δD = − i
2
ǫ¯γµDµλ− i
2
Dµλ¯γ
µǫ+
i
2
[ǫ¯λ, σ] +
i
2
[λ¯ǫ, σ] +
i
4r
(ǫ¯γ3λ− λ¯γ3ǫ). (2.8)
The Lagrangian density Lvec of super Yang-Mills theory is written in the Q-exact form;
2Lvec= 1
ǫ2ǫ1
δǫ2δǫ1Tr
[1
2
λλ
]
=Tr
[1
2
F µνFµν +D
µσDµσ +D
2 +
1
r2
σ2 − ǫµνρFµνDρσ − 1
r
ǫµν3Fµνσ +
2
r
σD3σ
]
+Tr
[
iλγµDµλ¯+ iλ[λ¯, σ]− i
2r
λ¯γ3λ
]
. (2.9)
We impose the following boundary condition for this vector multiplet at ϑ = π
2
as
σ = 0, A1 = 0, ∂1A2 = 0, ∂1A3 = 0, D1(D − iD1ˆσ) = 0,
λ1 − λ2 = 0, λ¯1 − λ¯2 = 0, ∂1(λ1 + λ2) = 0, ∂1(λ¯1 + λ¯2) = 0. (2.10)
Here λ = (λ1, λ2)
T and λ¯ = (λ¯1, λ¯2)
T . This boundary condition is compatible with the
supersymmetric transformation (2.8).
Next we consider the chiral multiplet. The supersymmetric transformation of the
chiral multiplet is given by
δφ = ǫ¯ψ, (2.11)
δφ¯ = ǫψ¯, (2.12)
δψ = iγµǫDµφ+ iǫσφ+
i∆
r
γ3ǫφ+ ǫ¯F, (2.13)
δψ¯ = iγµǫ¯Dµφ¯+ iφ¯σǫ¯− i∆
r
φ¯γ3ǫ¯+ F¯ ǫ, (2.14)
δF = ǫ(iγµDµψ − iσψ − iλφ) + i
2r
(2∆− 1)ǫγ3ψ, (2.15)
δF¯ = ǫ¯(iγµDµψ¯ − iψ¯σ + iφ¯λ¯)− i
2r
(2∆− 1)ǫ¯γ3ψ¯. (2.16)
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The kinetic term of the chiral multiplet is also given in the Q-exact form;
Lchi= 1
ǫ2ǫ1
δǫ2δǫ1
(
φ¯F
)
=−φ¯DµDµφ+ φ¯σ2φ+ iφ¯Dφ+ F¯F + 1− 2∆
r
φ¯D3φ+
∆−∆2
r2
φ¯φ
−iψ¯γµDµψ + iψ¯σψ + i(1− 2∆)
2r
ψ¯γ3ψ + iψ¯λφ− iφ¯λ¯ψ. (2.17)
We can introduce the Neumann boundary condition for the chiral multiplet at ϑ = π
2
as
∂1φ = 0, ∂1φ¯ = 0, F = 0, F¯ = 0,
ψ1 + ψ2 = 0, ψ¯1 + ψ¯2 = 0, ∂1(ψ1 − ψ2) = 0, ∂1(ψ¯1 − ψ¯2) = 0, (2.18)
with ψ = (ψ1, ψ2)
T and ψ¯ = (ψ¯1, ψ¯2)
T .
For the Dirichlet-type boundary, we can write down conditions:
φ = 0, φ¯ = 0, ∂1(ie
τ
r eiϕ∂1ˆφ+ F ) = 0, ∂1(ie
− τ
r e−iϕ∂1ˆφ¯+ F¯ ) = 0,
ψ1 − ψ2 = 0, ψ¯1 − ψ¯2 = 0, ∂1(ψ1 + ψ2) = 0, ∂1(ψ1 + ψ2) = 0. (2.19)
The Neumann (Dirichlet) boundary condition (2.18), (2.19) is the S1-uplift of the Neu-
mann (Dirichlet) boundary condition in two dimensional N = (2, 2) theories onD2 [16, 17]
and different from the boundary condition imposed in [18].
3 The BPS boundary interactions on the torus
Under the boundary conditions (2.10) and (2.18), the Lagrangians (2.9) and (2.17) are
invariant by the supersymmetric transformations generated by δǫ, δǫ¯. On the other hand,
the supersymmetric transformations of supersymmetric Chern-Simons term and the su-
perpotential term do not vanish and we have to introduce supersymmetric boundary
interactions to cancel surface terms coming from these terms.
3.1 Three dimensional analogue of matrix factorization
In the presence of the boundary, the supersymmetric variation of the superpotential does
not vanish. In two dimensional N = (2, 2) theories, the boundary term for the superpo-
tential is cancelled by the boundary interaction which satisfies the matrix factorization
[14, 15]. The three dimensional analogue of the matrix factorization is first pointed out in
[19]. In this subsection, we study similar story for the three dimensional N = 2 theories
on S1 ×D2.
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The supersymmetric transformations of the superpotential induce a surface term on
the boundary
δSW =
∫
T 2
√
gd2x
∑
I
(
ǫγ1ˆψI∂IW + ǫ¯γ1ˆψ¯I ∂¯IW¯
)
. (3.1)
We need to introduce boundary interactions which compensate the above boundary terms.
Now we restrict the supersymmetric transformation of the three dimensional N = 2
multiplet to the boundary (ϑ = π
2
) in order to construct the BPS and gauge invariant
boundary interaction. First of all, we will consider the vector multiplet (2.8) restricted
on the boundary. Under the condition (2.10), associated supersymmetric transformations
are given by
δA2ˆ =
i
2
(ǫ¯γ2ˆλ− λ¯γ2ˆǫ) = ǫ¯′λ1 − λ¯1ǫ′,
δA3ˆ =
i
2
(ǫ¯γ3ˆλ− λ¯γ3ˆǫ) = i(ǫ¯′λ1 − λ¯1ǫ′),
δλ = −iF2ˆ3ˆǫ− Dˆǫ, (3.2)
δλ¯ = −iF2ˆ3ˆǫ¯+ Dˆǫ¯,
δ(−Dˆ − iF2ˆ3ˆ) = 2ǫ¯′(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)λ1 −
2i
r
ǫ¯′λ1,
δ(−Dˆ + iF2ˆ3ˆ) = −2ǫ′(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)λ¯1 −
2i
r
ǫ′λ¯1.
Here we defined Dˆ := D − iD1ˆσ and ǫ′ := e
τ
2r ei
ϕ
2√
2
ǫo, ǫ¯
′ := e
− τ2r e−i
ϕ
2√
2
ǫ¯o. The commutation
relations of these transformations are summarized in the appendix B. In the flat space
limit r → ∞, the set of the above transformations becomes that of a two-dimensional
N = (0, 2) vector multiplet. We shall call this multiplet a boundary N = (0, 2) vector
multiplet. A Lagrangian can be represented as δǫ′-exact form and invariant under the
supersymmetric transformations (3.2)
ǫ′LN=(0,2)vec = δǫ′Tr(−Dˆ + iF2ˆ3ˆ)λ1
= ǫ′
(
F 2
2ˆ3ˆ
+ Dˆ2 + 2λ¯1(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)λ1 −
2i
r
λ¯1λ1
)
. (3.3)
This result implies the transformation can be regarded as the N = (0, 2) supersymmetry
on the boundary torus ∂(S1 ×D2) = T 2. But one wonders whether matter part has the
same supersymmetry on the boundary. In fact, the supersymmetry on the boundary is
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expressed for the chiral multiplet (2.16) under the boundary conditions (2.10) and (2.18)
δφ = ǫ¯ψ = ǫ¯′ψ′,
δφ¯ = ǫψ¯ = ǫ′ψ¯′,
δψ = γ3ˆǫ(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)φ+
i∆
r
γ3ǫφ, (3.4)
δψ¯ = γ3ˆǫ¯(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)φ¯−
i∆
r
φ¯γ3ǫ¯,
where we put ψ′ := ψ1 − ψ2, ψ¯′ := ψ¯1 − ψ¯2. When we take the limit r → ∞, the above
transformation becomes the N = (0, 2) supersymmetric transformation of the boundary
chiral multiplet (φ, ψ′). The Lagrangian of this N = (0, 2) multiplet is also represented
as δǫ′-exact form
ǫ′LN=(0,2)chi = δǫ′
(
1
2
φ¯(D2ˆ − iD3ˆ)ψ
′
+ iφ¯λ1φ
)
= ǫ′
(
φ¯(D2ˆ − iD3ˆ)(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)φ+
1
2
ψ¯′(D2ˆ − iD3ˆ)ψ′
+
i∆
r
φ¯(D2ˆ − iD3ˆ)φ+ iφ¯λ¯1ψ′ + iψ¯1λ1φ+ φ¯(F2ˆ3ˆ − iDˆ)φ
)
. (3.5)
These N = (0, 2) boundary (vector and chiral) multiplets are constructed through restric-
tion of the bulk supersymmetry on the boundary. In addition, there are new multiplets
for the N = (0, 2) theory characterized by holomorphic functions E(φ)’s, namely Fermi
multiplets and we can construct the boundary interaction which cancel the variation of
the superpotential term. We shall introduce the Fermi multiplet (Ψ, G) on T 2 coupled to
the boundary N = (0, 2) (vector and chiral) multiplets in the supersymmetric way. The
supersymmetric transformation of the boundary Fermi multiplet is given by
δΨ = 2Eǫ′ + 2ǫ¯′G, (3.6)
δΨ¯ = 2E¯ǫ¯′ + 2ǫ′G¯, (3.7)
δG = −ǫ′ψE + ǫ′(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)Ψ +
i
r
(∆˜− 1)ǫ′Ψ, (3.8)
δG¯ = −ǫ¯′ψ¯E + ǫ¯′(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)Ψ¯ +
i
r
(1− ∆˜)ǫ¯′Ψ¯. (3.9)
Here ψE :=
∑
I
∂E(φ)
∂φI
ψ′I , ψ¯E :=
∑
I
∂E(φ¯)
∂φ¯I
ψ¯′I and (φI , ψ
′
I)’s are N = (0, 2) boundary chiral
multiplets. The subscript I represents the N = (0, 2) chiral multiplet φI contained in
E(φ) and we also require the relation
∑
I ∆I = ∆˜. One can show commutators of these
supersymmetries turn to generate a translation, R-symmetry and gauge transformations.
So far, we discuss the Neumann type boundary condition (2.18), but we have another
possibility, namely the Dirichlet type one. Here we make a remark: The supersymmetric
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transformation (2.16) with the Dirichlet boundary condition on the torus leads to Eq.(3.9)
with E(φ) = 0 by the following redefinition:
G := ie
τ
r eiϕD1ˆφ+ F, G¯ := ie
−τ
r e−iϕD1ˆφ¯+ F¯ ,
Ψ := ψ1, Ψ¯ := ψ¯1, ∆˜ = 2∆. (3.10)
It is the special case of the N = (0, 2) theory.
Now we return to the boundary Fermi multiplet. The Lagrangian of the boundary
Fermi multiplet can be constructed as
ǫ′LN=(0,2)Fermi = δǫ′(Ψ¯G+ E¯Ψ)
= ǫ′
(
−Ψ¯(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)Ψ + 2G¯G+ 2E¯E − ψ¯EΨ− Ψ¯ψE +
i
r
(1− ∆˜)Ψ¯Ψ
)
.
(3.11)
We can also introduce the potential term for this multiplet
LJ = GaJa − 1
2
ΨaψJa + (c.c), (3.12)
which induces boundary terms on T 2 through the variation∫
T 2
√
gd2xδLJ =
∫
T 2
√
gd2x
∑
I,a
(
−ǫ′ψ′I
∂(EaJ
a)
∂φI
+ (c.c)
)
. (3.13)
Comparing this with the term (3.1), we find that cancellation between (3.1) and (3.13)
is implemented when the relation
∑
aEaJ
a = W is satisfied. We further require each
monomial in EaJ
a has R-charge 2 so that the relation
∑
aEaJ
a =W can be regarded as
the three dimensional matrix factorization.
3.2 Supersymmetric Chern-Simons term
In this subsection, we consider the N = 2 supersymmetric Chern-Simons theory and
investigate boundary terms induced by variations of the bulk action. The boundary effect
is first studied for the N = 1 Chern-Simons theory [11] and the N = 2 Abelian case is
also studied in [12].
We first treat the Chern-Simons term with the gauge group G and construct consis-
tent boundary interactions. Later we treat a quiver-type theory by gauging the flavor
symmetry and discuss mixed terms between the dynamical gauge groups and the flavor
groups.
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The Chern-Simons theory has a vector boson Aµ, bosonic fields D,σ and fermions λ,
λ¯. They take their values in the Lie algebra of the gauge group G and transform in the
adjoint representation. This model has a parameter κ called the level of the theory and
its action is written by
SCS =
iκ
4π
∫
d3xLCS,
LCS = εµνρTr
(
∂µAνAρ +
2i
3
AµAνAρ
)
+
√
gTr(−λ¯λ+ 2σD), (3.14)
where εµνρ is an antisymmetric tensor density. The supersymmetric variation of this term
is evaluated as
δLCS = i
2
∂µTrε
µνρ
(
ǫ¯γνλAρ − λ¯γνǫAρ
)
− i∂µTr√g
(
ǫ¯γµλσ + λ¯γµǫσ
)
. (3.15)
On S1 ×D2 with the boundary condition (2.10), the second term in the above equation
can be dropped out and the first term leads to the following boundary term
SCS = − iκ
8π
∫
T 2
√
gd2xTr[Aµ(ǫ¯γ
µλ− λ¯γµǫ)], (3.16)
where
√
g is the measure of the two dimensional boundary and is related to the bulk three
dimensional one
√
g(3) = r
√
g. By introducing a boundary Chern-Simons term
Sb.CS =
−κ
8π
∫
T 2
√
gd2xTr(AµA
µ), (3.17)
we find that SCS+Sb.CS preserves the supersymmetry generated by δǫ′ , δǫ¯′. But SCS+Sb.CS
still breaks gauge invariance in the presence of boundary and we should resolve this
problem. There are two choices to restore this gauge symmetry:
(i) One introduces some boundary N = (0, 2) multiplets to induce anomaly inflows.
(ii) One treats the gauge degrees of freedom as physical fields on the boundary and
couples them with a chiral gauged WZW model.
We first explain the choice (i). The gauge non-invariant term of SCS + Sb.CS is com-
pensated by gauge anomalies from the boundary N = (0, 2) (chiral and Fermi) multiplets
when the following condition is satisfied:
κTr✷(T
aT b) =
∑
m:chiral
TrRm(T
aT b)−
∑
n:Fermi
TrRn(T
aT b). (3.18)
The left hand side comes from an infinitesimal gauge transformation of SCS+Sb.CS. In the
right hand side, TrRm(T
aT b), (TrRn(T
aT b)) comes respectively from the gauge anomaly
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coefficient of the chiral (Fermi) multiplet with the representation Rm, (Rn). It means the
classical gauge anomaly (the left hand side) and the one-loop gauge anomalies (the right
hand side) cancel each other. This type of cancellation was considered in the context of
an N = (0, 2) gauged WZW model [20].
But there is a subtle point; in the case of N = 2 theories in three dimensions, the bare
Chern-Simons level is shifted by one-loop effect of dynamical fermions. In two dimensions,
it is known that the gauge field acquires some mass term by the quantum effect [21] and the
coefficient of the boundary Chern-Simons term is also shifted by effects of fermion loops.
Then left hand side of (3.18) is expected to be replaced by some effective Chern-Simons
level. We will revisit this problem in section 5.
Next we shall consider quiver Chern-Simons theory. Here gauge fields are not neces-
sarily dynamical. In fact, there are possible mixing terms between the dynamical gauge
fields and background flavor fields, namely, mixed Chern-Simons terms. For simplicity, we
assume all the groups are Abelian, but it is straightforward to generalize to non-Abelian
cases. We put the gauge groups U(1)NG × U(1)NfF : the dynamical gauge group U(1)NG ,
and the flavor symmetry group U(1)
Nf
F . Further there are other possible mixings, for
examples, the dynamical symmetry and the U(1)R R-symmetry, or the flavor symmetry
and the U(1)R R-symmetry. We will discuss a mixed Chern-Simons term for each mixing
in the later.
The N = 2 Abelian quiver theory is described by the action
SCS =
iκst
4π
∫
S1×D2
d3x
[
εµνρ∂µA
(s)
ν A
(t)
ρ +
√
g(−λ¯(s)λ(t) + 2σ(s)D(t))] . (3.19)
It has gauge, flavor and R-symmetries and there are mixed Chern-Simons terms charac-
terized by mixed Chern-Simons levels. We will collect these levels into one symmetric
(N +Nf )× (N +Nf ) matrix κst that represents effective levels. A(s)µ represents the col-
lection of U(1)NG dynamical gauge fields and U(1)
Nf
F background gauge fields. As in the
case of the non-Abelian theory (3.17), the supersymmetric boundary term is given by
Sb.CS =
−κst
2π
∫
T 2
√
gd2xA(s)z A
(t)
z¯ . (3.20)
The infinitesimal U(1)NG × U(1)NfF transformation of the mixed Chern-Simons term leads
to non-invariant terms on the boundary:
δ(SCS + Sb.CS) =
κst
2π
∫
T 2
F
(s)
zz¯ α
(t). (3.21)
The gauge-gauge and gauge-flavor mixed parts in (3.21) can be cancelled from correspond-
ing mixed anomalies in the boundary N = (0, 2) (chiral and Fermi) multiplets when the
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following conditions are satisfied
κst =
∑
m:2d chiral
Qms Q
m
t −
∑
n:2d.Fermi
Q˜ns Q˜
n
t . (3.22)
Here Qms represents the U(1) charge for m-th N = (0, 2) chiral multiplet associated to
s-th gauge field and Q˜ns represents the U(1) charge for n-th N = (0, 2) Fermi multiplet
coupled to s-th gauge field. The summation of each term runs over the N = (0, 2)
chiral and Fermi multiplets respectively. If the bare Chern-Simons levels κ’s are replaced
by the effective Chern-Simons levels, the equation (3.22) matches with the condition of
Chern-Simons levels in the context of the holomorphic blocks [8](see also [19]).
Next we explain the second choice (ii). Under the finite gauge transformation Agµ =
i∂µgg
−1 + gAµg−1, (g ∈ G), the Chern-Simons term and the supersymmetric boundary
term transform respectively
εµνρTr
(
∂µAνAρ +
2i
3
AµAνAρ
)g
= εµνρTr
(
−1
3
∂µgg
−1∂νgg−1∂ρgg−1 + i∂µ(Aνg−1∂ρg)
)
+εµνρTr
(
∂µAνAρ +
2i
3
AµAνAρ
)
, (3.23)
Tr(AzAz¯)
g = Tr
(
−∂zgg−1∂z¯gg−1 + ig−1∂zgAz¯ + iAzg−1∂z¯g + AzAz¯
)
. (3.24)
Then the combined action transforms as
(SCS + Sb.CS)
g = SCS + Sb.CS − Sc.GWZW , (3.25)
with
Sc.GWZW [g, Az¯] = − κ
2π
∫
T 2
Tr
(
∂zgg
−1∂z¯gg−1
)
+
iκ
12π
∫
S1×D2
εµνρTr
(
∂µgg
−1∂νgg−1∂ρgg−1
)
+
iκ
π
∫
T 2
Tr
(
g−1∂zgAz¯
)
. (3.26)
The first line in (3.26) is the action of G Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) model and the
second line is the chiral G/G gauged term with a right G-action. The supersymmetric
transformation trivially acts on the G-elements and (3.26) itself is supersymmetric invari-
ant, since the fermionic superpartner of chiral G/G′ gauged WZW model takes its value
in the subspace orthogonal to Lie(G′) in Lie(G). It is this combination of gauge fields Az¯
that is invariant under supersymmetric transformations.
The combination SCS + Sb.CS + Sc.GWZW is also gauge invariant because we have
identities under the right g′−action with g → gg′, (g, g′ ∈ G)
(SCS + Sb.CS)
g′ = SCS + Sb.CS − Sc.GWZW [g′, Az¯], (3.27)
Sc.GWZW [gg
′, Ag
′
z¯ ] = Sc.GWZW [g, Az¯] + Sc.GWZW [g
′, Az¯]. (3.28)
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It is the chiral gauged WZW model. When we treat the gauge degrees of freedom as
physical fields, we find that SCS + Sb.CS + Sc.GWZW is fully invariant under the G gauge
transformation. The partition function of this WZW model with the background gauge
field is known as the holomorphic wave functional ΨCS[Az¯] in the pure Chern-Simons
theory [22] or equivalently the conformal block of the G WZW model. The quadratic
term of the gauge field is the Ka¨hler polarization which appears in the inner product in
the Hilbert space of the Chern-Simons theory. In our calculation, the Ka¨hler polarization
appears from the half-BPS boundary condition, and it is interesting to study the relation
between the Ka¨hler polarization and the half-BPS boundary condition.
In the localization computation, the constant gauge field configuration ”a”(see (4.5))
only appears in the Sb.CS + Sc.GWZW . Then the path integration over the G elements is
nothing but the holomorphic wave functional ΨCS[a] with the constant gauge field which
can be expressed in terms of the Weyl-Kac character formula [22].
It is possible to consider more general boundary interactions by gauging subgroup H
of G and considering a left H-action : g → h−1gg′, (g, g′ ∈ G, h ∈ H). Although the chiral
gauged WZWmodel is anomalous under the left H- and right G-actions, we can cancel the
gauge anomaly for H by introducing appropriate N = (0, 2) (chiral and Fermi) multiplets
coupled to the Lie(H)-valued gauged field. Namely, when these N = (0, 2) multiplets
satisfy some suitable relations to cancel the anomaly, the theory becomes consistent. It is
interesting to study these boundary interactions in detail and evaluate such 3d-2d coupled
partition functions. But in the rest of this article, we mainly consider the case (i).
4 Index on S1 ×D2 and localization
In this section, we evaluate the partition function on S1×D2 via localization. On S1×S2,
the supersymmetric variation parameter cannot be periodic along S1 direction [7], so we
impose the twisted periodic boundary condition along this S1 direction;
Φ(τ + βr) = e(−J3−R)β1+J3β2+FlMlΦ(τ), (β = β1 + β2). (4.1)
Here J3 is the generator of rotation along the ϕ-direction, R is U(1) R-charge and Fl’s
are Cartan generators of global symmetry groups. β1, β2 and Ml are fugacities for these
charges. Under the twisted periodic boundary condition, the partition function on S1×S2
defines an superconformal index:
IS1×S2 = trH(S2)
[
(−1)F e−β1(D−R−J3)e−β2(D+J3)e−FℓMℓ] . (4.2)
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Here D is the generator of the translation along the S1-direction. The superconformal
index counts the BPS operators which saturates the bound D− R− J3 ≥ 0 and does not
depend on the fugacity β1.
When we impose boundary conditions (2.10),(2.18) or (2.19) and the common twisted
boundary condition along the S1-direction (4.1), we will find all one-loop determinants on
S1×D2 do not depend on β1. Thus the partition function on S1×D2 can be interpreted
as an index:
IαS1×D2 =trH(D2;α)
[
(−1)F e−β1(D−R−J3)e−β2(D+J3)e−FℓMℓ]
=trH(D2;α)
[
(−1)F e−β2(R+2J3)e−FℓMℓ] . (4.3)
Here α labels the boundary conditions and a choice of boundary conditions is translated
to a choice of contours of the integral in the localization procedure [17]. We often omit
the suffix α. In general, it is difficult to calculate directly the one-loop determinants
with other boundary conditions generated by the vector-type R-rotation. But in the case
of the two dimensional N = (2, 2) gauged linear sigma model (GLSM), we can use the
argument of the holomorphy, that is, the hemisphere partition function only depends on
the holomorphic (anti-holomorphic) combination of two real scalars σ1 + iσ2 (σ1 − iσ2).
Then we can choose a more general Lagrangian submanifold in Lie(G) ⊗ C. The main
difference from the N = (2, 2) GLSM is the presence of Chern-Simons terms which is
making the use of the holomorphy difficult. Then we have to also directly evaluate one-
loop determinants in the cases of other boundary conditions. This problem is left as our
future work.
Recently the index on S1 × S2b and S1 × RP2 are studied in [23]. They are some
S1-uplifts of the partition functions of the two dimensional squashed sphere [24] or the
real projective space [25]. There the index on S1 × S2b does not depend on the squashing
parameter b and corresponds with the ordinary superconformal index. At least, the (three
dimensional) bulk part of the index on S1×D2 is also expected to be independent from the
squashing deformation of the two dimensional hemisphere. Moreover the index on S1×D2
also does not explicitly depend on the radius r of the two dimensional hemisphere, since the
radius of the hemisphere enters in the index on S1×D2 only through the matrix integral
variables when the localization method is applied. When the boundary interactions are
absent, the index on S1×D2 is expected to be independent from both squashing and the
radius of the hemisphere and be identical to an index on circle times two dimensional flat
space, IS1×D2 ≃ IS1×R2
IS1×D2 =trH(R2)
[
(−1)F e−β2(R+2J3)e−FℓMℓ] . (4.4)
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This is a BPS index of three dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric theories. Our 3d-2d
index should be thought of as a three dimensional BPS index with boundary interactions.
In the calculation of the localization of the super Yang-Mills Lagrangian (2.9), we find
that the vector multiplet is given at the saddle point
A3 = constant = a =
∑
c
acT c, (4.5)
and the other fields are trivial. The boundary Chern-Simons term has a contribution at
the saddle point and its value is given by
exp (SCS. cl) = exp
(
− κ
4β
Tr(iβra)2
)
. (4.6)
As another possible term with Q-closed form, we have the FI-term
LFI = iζTr
(
A3
r
−D
)
. (4.7)
In fact, the supersymmetric transformation of this FI-term does not have surface terms
and becomes Q-closed under the boundary condition (2.10). This FI-term has a contri-
bution at the saddle point;
−SFI =
∫
S1×D2
LFI = 2πrζTriβra. (4.8)
The invariance under the large gauge transformation requires a condition 2πrζ ∈ Z.
In the calculation of the localization, we deform the action S by adding Q-exact term
tQ ·V and take the limit t→∞. Although, it is possible to consider boundary N = (0, 2)
vector multiplets that are independent of the bulk N = 2 vector multiplet, we only treat
boundary N = (0, 2) vector multiplets which have originated from the N = 2 bulk vector
multiplets. Then the 3d-2d coupled index on S1 ×D2 can be evaluated by the one-loop
calculation around the saddle point:
IS1×D2 = lim
t1,t2→∞
∫
DΦ3dDΦ2de−S[Φ]−t1Q3d·V3d[Φ]−t2Q2d·V2d[Φ]
=
1
|WG|
∫
dN(βra)
(2π)N
(∏
α6=0
sinh
iβrα(a)
2
)
eSclZ3d1−loopZ
2d
1−loop. (4.9)
Here N is the rank of the gauge group G, |WG| is the order of the Weyl group WG and
α runs over the roots. Also Scl is the Q-closed action evaluated at the saddle point.
We perform the path integrals for the two dimensional boundary fields except for vector
and chiral multiplets which are obtained by the restriction of the three dimensional bulk
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vector and chiral multiplets. The factor ”sinh” comes from the additional gauge fixing
condition of Aτ . For the closed manifolds S
1 × S2 and S3b , the Chern-Simons terms are
Q-closed but not Q-exact and have contributions as classical terms. On the other hand,
in our case S1 ×D2, the Chern-Simons term contributes to one-loop determinants of the
boundary N = (0, 2) (chiral and Fermi) multiplets through anomaly inflows. We collect
the resulting bulk and boundary one-loop determinants in the following lists and the
derivation of these is summarized in the appendix D.
• The one-loop determinant of 3d N = 2 vector multiplet
Z3d.vec1-loop =
∏
α6=0
e
−(iβrα(a))2
8β2 (eiβrα(a); q2)∞. (4.10)
Here we defined q := e−β2, (a; q)∞ :=
∏∞
n=0(1− aqn) and included the ”sinh” factor
coming from the additional gauge fixing.
• The one-loop determinant of 3d N = 2 chiral multiplet with Neumann boundary
condition
Z3d.chi.N1-loop =
∏
ρ
∏
l
eE(iβrρ(a)+∆β2+FlMl)(e−iβrρ(a)−FlMlq∆; q2)−1∞ . (4.11)
with
E(x) := β2
12
− 1
4
x+
1
8β2
x2. (4.12)
Here we defined ρ as the fundamental weight and l runs Cartan parts of the global
symmetry groups. The factor E(x) comes from the regularization of zero point
energies.
• The one-loop determinant of 3d N = 2 chiral multiplet with Dirichlet boundary
condition
Z3d.chi.D1-loop =
∏
ρ
∏
l
e−E(iβrρ(a)+(2−∆)β2+FlMl)(eiβrρ(a)+FlMlq2−∆; q2)∞. (4.13)
• The one-loop determinant of 2d N = (0, 2) vector multiplet
Z2d.vec1-loop =
∏
α6=0
e
− (iβrα(a))2
4β2 θ(q2; eiβrα(a)). (4.14)
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• The one-loop determinant of 2d N = (0, 2) chiral multiplet
Z2d.chi1-loop =
∏
ρ
∏
l
e2E(iβrρ(a)+∆β2+FlMl)θ(e−iβrρ(a)−FlMlq∆; q2)
−1
∞ . (4.15)
• The one-loop determinant of 2d N = (0, 2) Fermi multiplet
Z2d.Fermi1-loop =
∏
ρ
∏
a
e−2E(iβrρ(a)+∆˜β2+FaMa)θ(e−iβrρ(a)−FaMaq∆˜; q2)∞. (4.16)
We find that all the one-loop determinants do not depend on the fugacity β1.
Here it is worthwhile to make several remarks on features of these one-loop determi-
nants. We shall recall there are two equivalent descriptions to express fluctuations along
the normal directions to D-branes in the two dimensional hemisphere [16, 17]. One is
to impose the Dirichlet boundary condition for chiral multiplets whose lowest compo-
nents label coordinates along the normal directions of D-branes. The other is to impose
the Neumann boundary condition and introduce a boundary interaction which effectively
transmutes the one-loop determinant with the Neumann boundary condition into that
with the Dirichlet boundary condition.
When we combine the three dimensional Neumann-type chiral multiplet and the
boundary N = (0, 2) Fermi multiplet with common weight ρ and ∆˜ = ∆, we can ob-
tain a Dirichlet-type chiral multiplet in three dimensions:
Z2d.Fermi1-loop Z
3d.chi.N
1-loop = Z
3d.chi.D
1-loop . (4.17)
When we consider the product of the Neumann-type and the Dirichlet-type chiral mul-
tiplets in three dimensions, we can construct a one-loop determinant of a chiral multiplet
without magnetic charge m = 0 on S1 × S2:
Z3d.chi.N1-loop Z
3d.chi.D
1-loop =
(eiβrρ(a)+FlMlq2−∆; q2)∞
(e−iβrρ(a)−FlMlq∆; q2)∞
. (4.18)
Now we comment on the two dimensional limit of these determinants. When the size
of S1 goes to zero (β ∼ β2) with rescaling Ml → βMl, the one-loop determinants of
the three dimensional (vector and chiral) multiplets tend to the asymptotic forms up to
divergent factors
Z3d.vec1-loop ∼
∏
α6=0
∞∏
j=0
(irα(a2d) + j + 1),
Z3d.chi.N1-loop ∼
∏
ρ
∞∏
j=0
(
−irρ(a2d)− FlMl + ∆
2
+ j
)−1
, (4.19)
Z3d.chi.D1-loop ∼
∏
ρ
∞∏
j=0
(
irρ(a2d) + FlMl − ∆
2
+ 1 + j
)
.
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Here we defined a2d := aβ/2β2. These reproduce un-regularized one-loop determinants
of the N = (2, 2) vector and chiral multiplets on the two dimensional hemisphere D2. In
this limit, fugacities of the flavor symmetries become the twisted masses of corresponding
flavor symmetries in two dimensions.
The divergent factors in this limit come from the anomalous terms which are not
invariant under the large gauge transformation. In section 5, we study the cancellation
mechanism of the anomalous factors.
5 Relation to holomorphic blocks
In this section we study the relation between the 3d-2d coupled partition function and
the holomorphic block in three dimensions [8]. We only consider the boundary vector
multiplet which has originated in the bulk vector multiplet.
First we concentrate on the chiral multiplet. Its one-loop determinant with the Dirich-
let boundary condition is expressed up to an anomalous contribution E
Z3d.chi.D1-loop = (q
2−∆s−ρz−Fll ; q
2)∞, (5.1)
where we defined sρ := e−iβrρ(a). This Eq.(5.1) is precisely the same formula as the
contribution of the chiral multiplet in the holomorphic block.
Next we discuss the condition to cancel anomalous terms. As we have seen in (4.6),
there are anomalous contributions that break the single-valuedness under the large gauge
transformation. First let us study anomalous terms of dynamical gauge fields. The
suitable condition of canceling anomalies becomes
−κ+ β
2β2
(
−I2(Ad) +
∑
i:3d.chi
(−1)|i|I2(Ri)
)
=
β
β2
( ∑
n:2d.Fermi
I2(Rn)−
∑
m:2d.chi
I2(Rm)
)
,
(5.2)
with
(−1)|i| =
{−1 (i-th chiral =Dirichlet)
+1 (i-th chiral =Neumann ).
(5.3)
Here I2(R) is the quadratic index of the Lie algebra of the dynamical gauge group and
defined by I2(R) := TrR(T
aT b)/Tr✷(T
aT b). Each term in the left hand side (5.2) re-
spectively comes from the boundary Chern-Simons term (4.6), the one-loop anomalous
term of the vector multiplet (4.10) and the one-loop anomalous terms of the chiral mul-
tiplets (4.11), (4.13). The right hand side in (5.2) comes from anomalous terms E ’s in
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the boundary multiplets (4.15), (4.16). If we set β = β2, then anomalous contributions
from three dimensional chiral multiplets induce corrected Chern-Simons levels through
one-loop effects of three dimensional fermions, and the right hand side reflects the gauge
anomaly coefficient of the boundary N = (0, 2) theory. Therefore (5.2) can be regards
as an anomaly inflow condition for the effective Chern-Simons term shifted from classical
one (3.18). In localization computation of four dimensional N = 1 superconformal index,
there also exist anomalous terms which are not invariant under large gauge transforma-
tions. In four dimensions, the anomalous terms are proportional to anomalies in four
dimensions [26].
If there is a pair of a fundamental and an anti-fundamental chiral multiplets, we have
an accidental cancellation. That is, we take a Neumann (Dirichlet) boundary condition for
the fundamental (anti-fundamental) chiral multiplet respectively, then anomalous terms
cancel each other. This means that the Chern-Simons level on S1×D2 cannot be shifted
in N (≥ 3) supersymmetric cases, and the condition (5.2) for N ≥ 3 cases matches with
Eq.(3.18). This observation is similar to level shifts on the flat space [27].
Next we will show a consistency relation for the mixed Chern-Simons terms of the
gauge symmetry and the l-th flavor symmetry
−κglTr(T a) + β
2β2
∑
i:3d.chi
(−1)|i|TrRi(T a)F il
=
β
β2
( ∑
n:2d.Fermi
TrRn(T
a)F n2d.Fermi,l −
∑
m:2d.chi
TrRm(T
a)Fm2d.chi,l
)
. (5.4)
Here we used the fact that the gauge field for l-th flavor symmetry has an expectation
value A
(l)
µ = (0, 0,−iMl/βr). F2d.Fermi,l and F2d.chi,l represent l-th U(1) flavor charge for
two dimensional Fermi and chiral multiplet, respectively.
In addition to gauge and flavor symmetries, we have the R-symmetry which is mixed
with the gauge and flavor symmetries. These have an effect on mixed Chern-Simons levels
κs,R where the subscript ”s” runs over the bare gauge and bare flavor symmetries. Then
the mixed Chern-Simons terms are given by
SsRCS =
iκs,R
4π
∫
S1×D2
A(s)dA(R). (5.5)
Here A
(R)
µ is the background gauge field coupled to the R-symmetry current. As in the
cases of the gauge-gauge or gauge-flavor mixed boundary Chern-Simons terms (3.20),
these boundary terms are expected to contain quadratic terms of the gauge potentials∫
T 2
A(s)z A
(R)
z¯ . (5.6)
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When we put β2 = β, the background gauge field A
(R)
µ on S1 × D2 or equivalently on
S1 × S2 has an expectation value [28]
A(R)µ =
(
0, 0,− i
r
)
. (5.7)
Then the cancellation condition for the gauge and R-symmetries become
−κgRTr(T a) +
∑
i:3d.chi
(−1)|i|
2
TrRi(T
a)(∆i − 1)
=
∑
n:2d.Fermi
TrRn(T
a)(∆˜n − 1)−
∑
m:2d.chi
TrRm(T
a)(∆m − 1), (5.8)
and that for the bare flavor and R-symmetries is expressed as
−κlR +
∑
i:3d.chi
(−1)|i|
2
F il (∆i − 1)
=
∑
n:2d.Fermi
F n2d.Fermi,l(∆˜n − 1)−
∑
m:2d.chi
Fm2d.chi,l(∆m − 1). (5.9)
When we take an Abelian group for the dynamical gauge field and put β2 = β, the
set of conditions (5.2), (5.4), (5.8), (5.9) matches with the decomposition rule for the
effective mixed Chern-Simons levels proposed in the holomorphic blocks [8]. Let us study
several examples of 3d-2d indices and compare holomorphic blocks with them in the next
several subsections. We take mixed bare Chern-Simons levels and charges for gauge, flavor
and R-symmetries as in [8]. There appear one-loop determinants in each model, which
generally have anomalous factors. But it is useful to define one-loop determinants by
omitting these anomalous factors. We use the term ”one-loop determinant” in this sense
in the following subsections.
5.1 Mirror to T∆
As a first example, we take G = U(1)G with a bare dynamical Chern-Simons level kGG =
+1
2
and consider single chiral multiplet with a charge +1. This model is mirror to the
tetrahedron T∆. The charge assignments and effective mixed Chern-Simons levels
1 are
listed in Table1. Then the one-loop determinant of the 3d bulk chiral multiplet is given
by
Z3d.chi.D1-loop = (q
2s−1; q2)∞, (5.10)
1The effective CS level is related to the bare CS level through an equation; κeff
st
= κbare
st
+∑
l
1
2
sign(ml)Q
l
sQ
l
t. In [8], signatures of fermion masses are taken as sign(ml) = +1.
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U(1)G U(1)J U(1)R
φ 1 0 0
κeffst U(1)G U(1)J U(1)R
U(1)G 1 1 −1
U(1)J 1 0 0
U(1)R −1 0 0
Table 1: Left: charge assignment of the scalar in the 3d chiral multiplet. U(1)G is the
dynamical gauge group and U(1)J is the topological flavor group. Right: the set of mixed
Chern-Simons levels
where s := e−iβra. The conditions (5.2), (5.4), (5.8), (5.9) are satisfied when we introduce
a pair of boundary chiral multiplet and a Fermi multiplet, whose lowest components are
respectively represented as a scalar φ′ and a fermion Ψ. The charge assignments of these
boundary multiplets are listed in table 2 and the one-loop contribution of the boundary
U(1)G U(1)J U(1)R
φ′ 1 1 0
Ψ 0 1 −1
Table 2: Charge assignments of the scalar in the 2d boundary chiral multiplet and the
fermion in the Fermi multiplet .
multiplets is given by
Z2d1-loop =
θ(x; q2)
θ(sx; q2)
. (5.11)
From (5.10) and (5.11), we obtain a 3d-2d index of this model T ′∆ mirror to the tetrahe-
dron theory T∆
IT ′∆S1×D2 =
∫
ds
2πis
θ(x; q2)
θ(sx; q2)
(q2s−1; q2)∞. (5.12)
We verify that this 3d-2d index on S1 ×D2 reproduces the holomorphic block of T ′∆. 2
That is to say, in our language, the contribution of the chiral multiplet in the holomorphic
blocks [8] corresponds to the one-loop determinant of three dimensional chiral multiplets
with the Dirichlet boundary condition. This result causes one question; Is it possible to
reproduce the result of holomorphic blocks by imposing the Neumann boundary condition
? At least when the gauge group is Abelian and the superpotential is absent, the answer
2The convention of the theta function is θ(x; q)(here) = θ(q
1
2x; q)([8]). The normalization of the
fugacity q is different from that of [8]. In addition, an extra sign difference comes from (−1)R which is
used in the holomorphic blocks instead of (−1)F . Then the identification becomes q(here) = −q 12 ([8]).
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is always positive. To see this, we take the Neumann boundary condition for the chiral
multiplet. The one-loop determinant of three dimensional chiral multiplet is given by
Z3d.chi.N1-loop = (s; q
2)−1∞ . (5.13)
In this case, the sign of the level shift from the 3d anomalous factor is the opposite of
the sign of the result for the Dirichlet boundary condition. For example, the dynamical
Chern-Simons level is shifted by −1
2
. The effective Chern-Simons levels for the Neumann
boundary condition are listed in table 3. In addition, we have to satisfy the conditions
(5.2), (5.4), (5.8), (5.9) for the anomaly cancellation and introduce appropriate boundary
multiplets. They are listed in table 4. Then the one-loop determinant of the boundary
multiplets is give by
Z2d1-loop =
θ(s; q2)θ(x; q2)
θ(sx; q2)
. (5.14)
The 3d-2d index with the Neumann boundary condition
IT ′∆.NeuS1×D2 =
∫
ds
2πis
(s; q2)−1∞
θ(s; q2)θ(x; q2)
θ(sx; q2)
(5.15)
gives the same result as the Dirichlet boundary condition (5.12).
κeffst U(1)G U(1)J U(1)R
U(1)G 0 1 0
U(1)J 1 0 0
U(1)R 0 0 0
Table 3: The set of mixed effective Chern-Simons levels for the Neumann boundary
condition.
U(1)G U(1)J U(1)R
φ′′ 1 1 0
Ψ1 1 0 −1
Ψ2 0 1 −1
Table 4: For the Neumann boundary condition: Charge assignments of the scalar in the
2d boundary chiral multiplet and fermions in the Fermi multiplets.
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U(1)x U(1)y U(1)R
φ1 1 0 0
φ2 0 1 0
φ3 −1 −1 2
κeffst U(1)x U(1)y U(1)R
U(1)x 1 1 −1
U(1)y 1 1 −1
U(1)R −1 −1 1
Table 5: XYZ model. Left: charge assignments of scalars in the 3d chiral multiplets.
Right: the set of mixed Chern-Simons levels
5.2 XYZ model
As a second example, we consider the XYZ model that consists of three chiral multiplets
in bulk three dimensions (table 5). When we impose minimal boundary conditions on the
bulk chiral multiplets, one-loop contributions are collected into a formula
Z3d.chi1-loop = (q
2x−1; q2)∞(q2y−1; q2)∞(xy; q2)∞. (5.16)
U(1)x U(1)y U(1)R
φ 1 1 0
Table 6: XYZ model. Charge assignment of the scalar in the 2d boundary chiral multiplet.
Next we introduce a boundary chiral multiplet φ to cancel the bulk-boundary anoma-
lies (Table 6). Then this multiplet has the contribution at the one-loop level
Z2d.chi1-loop = θ(xy; q
2)−1. (5.17)
From (5.16) and (5.17), the 3d-2d index on S1 ×D2 becomes
IXY ZS1×D2 =
(q2x−1; q2)∞(q2y−1; q2)∞(xy; q2)∞
θ(xy; q2)
. (5.18)
This matches with the holomorphic block of the XYZ model.
5.3 SQED
In this subsection, we consider the SQED model. From table 7, the one-loop determinants
of three dimensional chiral multiplets φ1, φ2 are collected into a formula
Z3d.chi.D1-loop = (s
−1q2; q2)∞(sq2x−1; q2)∞. (5.19)
A pair of boundary multiplets should be introduced to cancel anomalous terms. It is a
pair of a boundary N = (0, 2) chiral and a Fermi multiplets whose lowest components are
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U(1)G U(1)x U(1)y U(1)R
φ1 1 0 0 0
φ2 −1 1 0 0
κeffst U(1)G U(1)x U(1)y U(1)R
U(1)G 1 0 1 −1
U(1)x 0 0 0 0
U(1)y 1 0 0 0
U(1)R −1 0 0 0
Table 7: SQED. Left: charge assignments of scalars of the 3d chiral multiplets. Right:
the set of effective mixed Chern-Simons levels
respectively a scalar φ′ and a fermion Ψ. Their charge assignments are listed in table 8.
Then one-loop contributions of the boundary multiplets are given by
Z2d.chi1-loopZ
2d.Fermi
1-loop =
θ(y; q2)
θ(sy; q2)
. (5.20)
U(1)G U(1)x U(1)y U(1)R
φ′ 1 0 1 0
Ψ 0 0 1 0
Table 8: SQED. Charge assignment of the scalar (fermion) in the boundary chiral (Fermi)
multiplet.
Thus the 3d-2d index of this model becomes
ISQEDS1×D2 =
∫
ds
2πis
(s−1q2; q2)∞(sq2x−1; q2)∞
θ(y; q2)
θ(sy; q2)
. (5.21)
This has the same expression as the result in the holomorphic block for the SQED. The
holomorphic block for the SQED also matches with that in the XYZ model. Thus 3d-2d
indices for these two models produce the identical result. We mention one comment here:
The SQED and the XYZ model flow to the same IR fixed point and the set of them is
the simplest example of the N = 2 mirror pair in three dimensions [29]. The half BPS
boundary conditions for the SQED and the XYZ model were studied in [30], where it is
shown that the N = (0, 2)-type BPS boundary condition in the SQED is mapped to the
N = (0, 2)-type supersymmetry in the XYZ model. Our result is consistent with their
analysis of the boundary conditions because the 3d-2d index on S1 × D2 preserve the
boundary N = (0, 2) supersymmetry. This situation is different from the two dimensions.
For a mirror pair in two dimensions, the A-type boundary supersymmetry is mapped to
the B-type boundary supersymmetry [31, 32, 33].
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5.4 Appetizer
All the above examples are Abelian theories for dynamical gauge fields. In such cases,
vector multiplets do not contribute to the calculation. In this subsection, we consider the
appetizer [34] which consists of a non-Abelian(G = SU(2)) dynamical gauge field with
the bare Chern-Simons level 1 3 and single adjoint chiral multiplet. We assign charges for
the 3d bulk field as in table 9. Here we assume the Chern-Simons level in this model is
identical with the bare CS level in [8].
SU(2)G U(1)x U(1)R
φ Ad 1 0
κeffst SU(2)G U(1)x U(1)R
SU(2)G 6 0 0
U(1)x 0 0 0
U(1)R 0 0 0
Table 9: Left: charge assignment of the scalar in the 3d chiral multiplet. Right: the set
of mixed Chern-Simons levels
Before we examine this model, we mention on the discrepancy of contributions in the
sector of the vector multiplet between our model and holomorphic blocks for non-Abelian
cases. In our calculation, the contribution of the vector multiplet is given by the one-loop
determinant up to anomalous contributions
∏
α>0
(sα; q2)∞(s−α; q2)∞. (5.22)
On the other hand, the contribution from the non-Abelian gauge field in the holomorphic
block is read as
∏
α>0
(qsα; q2)∞(q−1s−α; q2)∞
(q2sα; q2)∞(q−2s−α; q2)∞
. (5.23)
Moreover, in general, the result from the effective Chern-Simons terms in our model is
different from that of the holomorphic block.
In spite of these differences, the result of the 3d-2d index of the appetizer is still
consistent with the calculation in the holomorphic block. To see this, we write down the
3d-2d index of the appetizer. First of all, the one-loop determinant of the adjoint chiral
multiplet is given by
Z3d.chi1-loop = (q
2s2x−1; q2)∞(q2x−1; q2)∞(q2s−2x−1; q2)∞. (5.24)
3Here we take the bare Chern-Simons level 2 as in [8]
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In order to satisfy the relations (5.2), (5.4), (5.8), (5.9) , we have to introduce two SU(2)G
fundamental chiral multiplets and an adjoint chiral multiplet whose lowest components are
scalars φ′1, φ
′
2 and φ
′
3. Their properties are listed in table 10. Then one-loop determinants
SU(2)G U(1)x U(1)R
φ′1 ✷ 0 1
φ′2 ✷ 0 1
φ′3 Ad 0 0
Table 10: Charge assignments of the scalars in the boundary chiral multiplets
of these boundary multiplets are given by
Z2d.chi1-loop = θ(qs; q
2)−2θ(s2; q2)−1θ(s−2; q2)−1. (5.25)
Then the 3d-2d index becomes
IAppS1×D2 =
∫
ds
2πis
(q2s2x−1; q2)∞(q2x−1; q2)∞(q2s−2x−1; q2)∞
θ(qs; q2)2(q2s2; q2)∞(q2s−2; q2)∞
. (5.26)
Even though there are discrepancies in the sector of the vector multiplet, the result agrees
with the holomorphic block of the appetizer.
6 Several models
In this section we study several models. We have chosen bare Chern-Simons levels to
cancel the anomalous contributions coming from the one-loop determinants.
6.1 S1-uplift of CPN model, q-deformed Whittaker function and
K-theoretic J-function
In this subsection we explain mathematical aspects of the index of G = U(1) with N + 1
chiral multiplets with flavor charges +1’s:
ICPNS1×D2 =
∫
ds
2πis
s−2πrζ∏N+1
l=1
∏∞
j=0(1− sq2jzl)
. (6.1)
Here s = e−iβra, q = e−β2 , zl = e−Ml and Ml’s (l = 1, · · · , N + 1) represent the set of
fugacities of SU(N + 1) flavor symmetry.
We want to shed light on the meaning of this index. First let us recall the mathematical
aspects of the hemisphere indices. In two dimensions, the partition functions on the
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hemisphere D2 are related to (equivariant) J-functions of the CPN model in the large
volume regime. In order to clarify the geometric data in our model, we evaluate the above
integral explicitly. The integrand has poles and we consider residues at s = q−2kz−1l′ , (k =
0, 1 · · · ). Then Eq.(6.1) is rewritten:
ICPNS1×D2 =
∮
|s−z−1
l′
|=ǫ
ds
2πis
z2πrζl′ s
−2πrζ
( ∞∏
j=0
1∏N+1
l=1
l 6=l′
(1− szlq2j)
)
×
( ∞∑
k=0
Qk∏N+1
l=1
∏k
j=1(1− szlq−2j)
)
. (6.2)
Here we defined Q := q2πrζ and assumed ζ > 0. The region for ζ > 0 corresponds to the
Higgs branch in the two dimensional limit. The second line in the above equation
JCP
N
(Q, s, z, q) :=
∞∑
k=0
Qk∏N+1
l=1
∏k
j=1(1− szlq−2j)
(6.3)
agrees with the equivariant K-theoretic J-function of CPN [35] by rescaling parameters
appropriately. On the other hand, the function JCP
N
reduces to the ordinary K-theoretic
J-function in the un-equivariant limit zl → 1. In order to compare our model to two
dimensional cases, we take the two dimensional limit (4.20). Then the index (6.1) reduces
to the hemisphere partition function of the 2d model whose target space is CPN
lim
β→0
IS1×D2 ∼
∫
dy
2πi
e2πiζ2dy
N+1∏
l=1
Γ(y −Ml). (6.4)
Namely, this has the same formula as the two dimensional hemisphere partition function
for the N = (2, 2) U(1) theory with N + 1 chiral multiplets with flavor charges +1’s and
twisted masses Ml’s.
In [36, 37], an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian of the q-deformed glN+1-Toda chain is
constructed, that is, some kind of the (specialized) q-deformed Whittaker function. This
specialized q-deformed Whittaker function Ψ
glN+1
zi (n, k) has a following contour integral
representation
Ψ
glN+1
z (n, k) =
(
N∏
l=1
zkl
)∮
ds
2πis
s−n
N+1∏
l=1
(zls; q)
−1
∞ . (6.5)
When we set n = 2πrζ and replace q → q2 in the above equation, the index on S1 ×D2
(6.1) agrees with this specialized q-deformed Whittaker function Ψ
glN+1
z (n, k) up to the
overall factor
(∏N
l=1 z
k
l
)
. Here the contour is chosen to take all the poles except for the
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pole at the origin. We can also include the factor
(∏N
l=1 z
k
l
)
to the index on S1 ×D2 by
turning on the FI term (4.7) for the flavor gauge field with the FI-parameter k
2πi
. As a
geometrical interpretation of Ψ
glM
z (n, k), it is also conjectured in [37](
N∏
l=1
zkl
)
ICPNS1×D2 =
∫
QM∞(CPN )
ChG(Lk ⊗O(n))TdG(TQM∞(CPN)). (6.6)
Here QM∞(CPN) is the space of the degree-∞ quasi maps CP1 → CPN and ChG and
TdG are G = U(1)×GL(N+1)-equivariant Chern character and Todd class, respectively.
Remarkably, it was already pointed out that q-deformed Whittaker functions is related
to the partition function of an equivariant A-type twisted model on S1×D2 in [38]. Three
dimensional version of the A-type twisted Chern-Simon-Matter theory is also constructed
in [39]. But the 3d-2d index considered in this paper is not topologically twisted coun-
terpart and it seems that this index is not directly related to the topologically twisted
theories. It is interesting to reveal the relation between the 3d-2d index and the A-type
twisted theories in three dimensions.
6.2 Vortex partition function and surface operator
The vortex partition functions [40, 41, 42] are vortex counterparts of the Nekrasov in-
stanton partition functions [43]. It is shown [44, 45, 46] that the partition function on
S3b (S
1 × S2) is respectively factorized into a pair of the vortex and anti-vortex partition
functions. Looking at the Higgs branch calculation in three dimensions [47, 48], we can
also construct some Q-exact term whose saddle points admit point-like vortices at the
north pole of the hemisphere. So we expect the index on S1 ×D2 contains contributions
from vortex partition functions.
Here we consider a non-Abelian model: The gauge group is G = U(N) and the flavor
symmetry is SU(Nf)× SU(N˜f ) with Nf ≥ N˜f . We have Nf (flavor) fundamental chiral
multiplets with Neumann boundary conditions and N˜f (flavor) anti-fundamental chiral
multiplets with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The partition function of this matter content is given by
IS1×D2 = 1
N !
∫ N∏
a=1
dsa
2πisa
s−2πrζa
∏
1≤a6=b≤N
∞∏
j=0
(1− sas−1b q2j)
N∏
a=1
∏N˜f
m=1(1− saq2j+2z˜−1m )∏Nf
l=1(1− saq2jzl)
.
(6.7)
Here sb = e
−iβrab , q = e−β2, zl = e−Ml and Ml’s (l = 1, · · · , Nf) represent the set
of fugacities of SU(Nf ) flavor symmetry. Also we put z˜m := e
−M˜m and M˜m’s (m =
1, · · · , N˜f) represent the set of fugacities of another flavor symmetry SU(N˜f ) .
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When we take residues at poles sa = q
−2j′az−1l′a (l
′
a = 1, · · · , Nf ; a = 1, · · · , N), then
the partition function is written as a combination of classical terms, one-loop terms and
vortex partition functions
IS1×D2 =
∑
{l′}⊂{Nf}
Z
{l′}
cl Z
{l′}
1-loopZ
vortex,{l′}
K-theory , (6.8)
with
Z
{l′}
cl =
N∏
a=1
(z−1l′a )
2πrζ , (6.9)
Z
{l′}
1-loop =
∞∏
j=0
∏N˜f
m=1(1− q2j+2z−1l′a z˜−1m )
(1− q2j+2)N ∏Na=1∏l /∈{l′}(1− zlz−1l′a q2j)−1 , (6.10)
Z
vortex,{l′}
K-theory =
∑
{k}
Q
∑N
a=1 ka
×
∏ka
j=1
∏N˜f
s=1(1− q−2j+2z−1l′a z˜−1s )(∏
1≤a,b≤N
∏kb−1
j=0 (1− zl′bz−1l′a q2j−2ka)
)(∏N
a=1
∏
l /∈{l′}
∏ka
j=1(1− zlz−1l′a q−2j)
) .
(6.11)
Here we defined {l′} := {l1, l2, · · · , lN} with 1 ≤ l1 < l2 < · · · < lN ≤ Nf and {Nf} :=
{1, 2 · · · , Nf}. Also the sum is defined by
∑
{j′} :=
∑N
i=1
∑∞
ji=0
.
In three dimensions, BPS vortices are point-like objects (particles) and the K-theoretic
vortex partition functions contribute to the BPS index. Thus appearance of the K-
theoretic vortex partition functions in (6.8) is also consistent with the observation that
the index on S1 × D2 is related to the 3d N = 2 BPS index on S1 × R2. This is
quite analogous to the fact that instantons on S1×R4 are particle-like objects and the K-
theoretic instanton partition functions [49] contribute to the BPS index in five dimensions.
From the point of view of the geometric engineering, instanton counting with surface
operators in five-dimensions is encoded into partition functions of open-closed (refined)
topological strings. An appropriate decoupling limit of the bulk five dimensional part
leads us to realize open topological strings. It is widely believed the existence of relations
among theses three functions; the BPS index in three dimensions, the vortex partition
function, and the open topological string partition functions [41]. These relations have
been intensively investigated. For example, in non-Abelian cases, the correspondence
between the vortex partition function and the open topological strings has been already
studied in [46].
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Next, we will study the instanton counting with surface operators in the sector of
vanishing instanton number. The result leads to the vortex counting for the non-Abelian
U(N) gauge theory with Nf -flavors fundamental chiral multiplets.
We consider a five dimensional N = 1 pure SU(Nf ) gauge theory on S1 × C2. We
further take the surface operator specified by a Levi subgroup L = S(U(N) × U(Nf −
N)) ⊂ SU(Nf ). Then the instanton counting with the surface operator is replaced by
the instanton counting on the orbifold C×C/Z2 [50, 51]. By the orbifold action (z, ω)→
(z,−ω), the set of the ADHM data (B1, B2, I, J);
B1, B2 ∈ End(V ), I ∈ Hom(W,V ), I ∈ Hom(V,W ) (6.12)
is divided into two groups with Z2-grading indices ”i” (i = 1, 2)
V = V1 ⊕ V2, W =W1 ⊕W2, (6.13)
and
Ai = B1
∣∣
Vi
∈ End(Vi), Bi = B2
∣∣
Vi
∈ Hom(Vi, Vi+1),
Ii = I
∣∣
Wi
∈ Hom(Wi, Vi), Ji = J
∣∣
Vi
∈ Hom(Vi,Wi+1). (6.14)
These spaces Vi,Wi have some dimensions: dimVi = ki, dimW1 = N , dimW2 = Nf − N .
Also the instanton number k and the vortex number k1 are related by a relation k1−k2 = k.
Then the moduli space is represented as a quotient
ML,k1,k2 =
{
(Ai, Bi, Ii, Ji)
∣∣∣Ai+1Bi −BiAi + Ii+1Ji = 0}/∏
i
GL(ki,C), (6.15)
with some stability condition. The equivariant character for the tangent space ofML,k1,k2
is evaluated as
χ(TpML,k1,k2) =
2∑
i,j=1
[
eε1+
ε2
2 χ(Wi)χ(V
∗
j ) + χ(Vi)χ(W
∗
j )
− (1− eε1)(1− e ε22 )χ(Vi)χ(V ∗j )
]∣∣∣
Z2−even
, (6.16)
with
χ(W1) = e
ε2
2
N∑
a=1
eMa , χ(W2) =
Nf−N∑
b=1
eM
′
b ,
χ(V1) = e
ε2
2
N∑
a=1
eMa
∑
(i,2j−1)∈Ya
e−(i−1)ε1−(j−1)ε2 +
Nf−N∑
b=1
eM
′
b
∑
(i,2j)∈Xb
e−(i−1)ε1−(j−
1
2
)ε2 ,
χ(V2) = e
ε2
2
N∑
a=1
eMa
∑
(i,2j)∈Ya
e−(i−1)ε1−(j−1)ε2 +
Nf−N∑
b=1
eM
′
b
∑
(i,2j−1)∈Xb
e−(i−1)ε1−(j−
1
2
)ε2 .
(6.17)
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Here Ya’s, Xb’s are Young diagrams. The collection (M1 · · ·MN ,M ′1, · · · ,M ′Nf−N) is the
set of Coulomb moduli parameters and εi’s are Ω-background parameters. In the above
equation for the equivariant character, the symbol ”Z2-even” means that we remove terms
expressed as erε2 (r = 1
2
, 3
2
, · · · ). The non-negative integers ki’s are related to the number
of boxes by the following equations
k1 =
N∑
a=1
#{(i, 2j − 1)|(i, 2j − 1) ∈ Ya}+
Nf−N∑
b=1
#{(i, 2j)|(i, 2j) ∈ Xb} (6.18)
k2 =
N∑
a=1
#{(i, 2j)|(i, 2j) ∈ Ya}+
Nf−N∑
b=1
#{(i, 2j − 1)|(i, 2j − 1) ∈ Xb}, (6.19)
with i, j ∈ N. Here #{· · · } expresses the cardinality of the set.
Now we put the instanton number k2 = 0. Then the ADHM data on C×C/Z2 reduces
to A1,I1 and J1;
A1 ∈ End(V1), I1 ∈ Hom(W1, V1), J1 ∈ Hom(V1,W2). (6.20)
This (A1, I1, J1) is precisely the same as the data of the moduli space of the k1-vortex of
the G = U(N) gauge theory with Nf -flavor symmetry[52]. Moreover, from the relation
(6.19), we find that Ya = {(i, 1)|i = 1, · · · ka1} with
∑N
a=1 k
a
1 = k1, but Xb’s are absent.
Thus the equivariant character χ(TpML,k1,k2) reduces to
χ(TpML,k1,k2=0) = eε1+
ε2
2 χ(W2)χ(V
∗
1 ) + χ(V1)χ(W
∗
1 )− (1− eε1)χ(V1)χ(V ∗1 )
=
N∑
a,a′=1
eMa−Ma′
ka1∑
i=1
e(k
a
′
1 +1−i)ε1 +
Nf−N∑
b=1
N∑
a=1
eM
′
b
−Ma
ka1∑
i=1
eiε1, (6.21)
with
χ(W1) = e
ε2
2
N∑
a=1
eMa , χ(W2) =
Nf−N∑
b=1
eM
′
b , χ(V1) = e
ε2
2
N∑
a=1
eMa
k
(a)
1∑
i=1
e−(i−1)ε1 .
(6.22)
Explicitly χ(TpML,k1,k2=0) does not depend on the equivariant parameter ε2 and is pre-
cisely the same as the equivariant character of the tangent space of the k1-vortex moduli
space of the G = U(N) gauge theory with Nf -flavor fundamental chiral multiplets. The
latter has the fixed point p labeled by (k11, · · · , kN1 ) under the equivariant action. In the
context of the three dimensional theory on S1 × C, the Coulomb moduli parameters are
regarded as real masses or fugacities associated to the SU(Nf )-flavor symmetry.
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The K-theoretic vortex partition function can be obtained from the equivariant char-
acter
∑
i±eωi,p by the replacement
∑
i±eωi,p →
∑
p
∏
i(1 − eωi,p)∓1 as in the case of the
K-theoretic instanton partition function. Here p = (k11, · · · , kN1 ) denotes a fixed point
under U(1)
Nf−1
M × U(1)ε1- equivariant action and ωi,p’s denote the equivariant weights at
the point p. Then, from the equivariant character (6.21), the restricted vortex partition
function with vortex number k1 is written down
Zk1-vortex =
∑
∑
a k
a
1=k1
N∏
a,a′=1
(1− eMa−Ma′+(ka′1 +1−i)ε1)−1
Nf−N∏
b=1
N∏
a=1
ka1∏
i=1
(1− eM ′b−Ma+iε1)−1.
(6.23)
When we identify the parameters as eε1 = q−2, eM
′
b = zl, (b+N = l) and e
Ma = zl′ , (a =
l′), (6.23) agrees with k1-vortex number sector of (6.11) with N˜f = 0.
6.3 Calabi-Yau model and 3d matrix factorization
So far all the models we considered do not have surface terms of superpotentials. In this
section, we will consider a simple model which has non-trivial three dimensional analogue
of the matrix factorization and study its two-dimensional limit.
In this section we consider an S1-uplift of an N = (2, 2) GLSM which flows in the IR
limit to some non-linear sigma model that describes a hypersurface defined by a degree
N homogeneous polynomial f(x1, · · · , xN) = 0 in CPN−1 in the large volume regime. As
a set-up, we consider an Abelian model with G = U(1) and take a set of chiral multiplets
P, φI , (I = 1, · · · , N) with a superpotential
W (P, φI) = P · f(φI). (6.24)
Here f(φI) is the homogeneous polynomial of a degree N . The charge assignments of
the chiral multiplets are listed in table 11. We impose Neumann boundary conditions
for these chiral multiplets. Then the one-loop contribution of the bulk three dimensional
U(1)G U(1)R
P −N +2
φI +1 0
Table 11: Charge assignments of scalars of three dimensional chiral multiplets.
chiral multiplets is given by
Z3d.chi.N1-loop = (e
−iβra; q2)−N∞ (e
iNβraq2; q2)−1∞ . (6.25)
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In addition, we have another contribution from the two dimensional boundary and the
corresponding boundary theory is characterised by funtuons Ea and J
a. This boudary
effect is correlated to the bulk 3d theory through some kind of a three dimensional matrix
factorization. We choose Ea and J
a with EaJ
a =W in order to realise this factorization
E(P, φI) = P, J(P, φI) = f(φI). (6.26)
Then the boundary contribution in the partition function comes from the one-loop deter-
minant of the Fermi multiplet coupled to E(P, φI) and is given by
Z2d.Fermi1-loop = θ(e
Niβraq2; q2). (6.27)
We can also include the FI-term and write down the expression of the partition function
of the model
ICYN−2S1×D2 =
∫
d(βra)
2π
e−SFIZ3d.chi.N1-loop Z
2d.Fermi
1-loop
=
∫
d(βra)
2π
e2πrζ(iβra)
θ(eNiβraq2; q2)
(e−iβra; q2)N∞(eiNβraq2; q2)∞
. (6.28)
In the two dimensional limit β → 0, Eq.(6.28) reduces to
lim
β→0
ICYN−2S1×D2 ∼
∫
dy
2π
e−2πζ2dx−2πnΓ(1−Ny)Γ(y)N (e−πiNy − eπiNy) . (6.29)
Here we set y = ira and βζ = ζ2d +
n
2πr
. This agrees with the hemisphere partition
function of the line bundle O(n) over CYN−2.
Next we want to relate this formula to some geometric data. We pick up poles
e−iβraq2k = 1, (k = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) of the integrand and evaluate Eq.(6.28).
When we introduce b as eiβrb = e−iβraq2k, then Eq.(6.28) is expressed as
ICYN−2S1×D2 =−
∞∑
k=0
∫
d(βrb)
2π
e2πζ(iβrb−2βrk)
θ(e−Niβrbq2+2Nk; q2)
(eiβrbq−2k; q2)N∞(e−iNβrbq2+2Nk; q2)∞
=−
∞∑
k=0
∫
d(βrb)
2π
e2πζ(iβrb−2βrk)(−eiβrb)Nk(N−1)qNk2(1−N)
× (e
−iβrbq2+2k; q2)N∞
(e−iNβrbq2+2Nk; q2)∞
θ(eNiβrb; q2)
θ(eiβrb; q2)N
. (6.30)
This formula is thought of a kind of the S1-uplift of the two dimensional model and it
should be related to K-theoretic Gromov-Witten invariants. Also the integrand should be
interpreted as some kind of an S1-uplift of the Γ-class when we put k = 0 in the integrand
Γ(x; q) =
(e−xq2; q2)N∞
(eNxq2; q2)∞
θ(e−Nx; q2)
θ(ex; q2)N
. (6.31)
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6.4 3d N ≥ 3 models and gauge/Bethe correspondence
In this subsection, we study three dimensional N ≥ 3 supersymmetric theories and Bethe
ansatz for quantum integrable models. We consider the G = U(N) theory with Nf (flavor)
fundamental hypermultiplets. In the language of the N = 2 multiplets, an N = 4 vector
multiplet consists of an N = 2 vector multiplet (Aµ, σ,D, λ, λ¯) and an N = 2 adjoint
chiral multiplet (σ′, λ′, D′). On the other hand, an N = 4 hyper multiplet consists of an
N = 2 fundamental chiral multiplet (φ, ψ, F ) and an anti-fundamental chiral multiplet
(φ˜, ψ˜, F˜ ).
Aµ λ σ D σ
′ λ′ D′
U(1)R 0 1 0 0 1 0 −1
U(1)F 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
Table 12: U(1)R × U(1)F R-charge assignments for the N = 4 vector multiplet
φ ψ φ˜ ψ˜
U(1)R
1
2
−1
2
1
2
-1
2
U(1)F −12 −12 -12 -12
Table 13: U(1)R × U(1)F R-charge assignments for the N = 4 hyper multiplet
The R-symmetry group of the N = 4 supersymmetric theory is SU(2)L×SU(2)R and
the Cartan generator of SU(2)L(SU(2)R) is respectively JL(JR). The U(1)R R-symmetry
in the N = 2 susy is generated by a generator R, which is related to the SU(2)L×SU(2)R
generators by R = JL − JR. On the other hand, the combination F = JL + JR defines
another global charge which commutes with the U(1)R and we introduce the fugacity t
of the U(1)F . The R-charge assignments for the N = 4 multiplets are given in the tables
12, 13. Now we impose the Neumann boundary conditions for the adjoint chiral multiplet
(σ′, λ′, D′) and the fundamental chiral multiplet (φ, ψ, F ) and the Dirichlet boundary
conditions for the anti-fundamental chiral multiplet (φ˜, ψ˜, F˜ ). In this choice, all the
anomalous terms from the three dimensional multiplets cancel each other, thus Chern-
Simons levels are not shifted from the bare ones. If we introduce the Chern-Simons term,
the supersymmetry is broken to N = 3. When we take bare Chern-Simons levels as
zero, the 3d index is well-defined without introducing any boundary multiplets. Then the
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N = 4 index on S1 ×D2 is given by
IN=4S1×D2 =
(t; q2)−N∞
N !
∫ N∏
a=1
dsa
2πisa
∏
1≤a6=b≤N
(sas
−1
b ; q
2)∞
(sas
−1
b t; q
2)∞
Nf∏
l=1
N∏
a=1
(saq
3
2 t−
1
2 z˜−1l ; q
2)∞
(sat
1
2 q
1
2 zl; q2)∞
.
(6.32)
Here it is an interesting point that the one-loop determinant of the N = 4 vector multiplet
are expressed by the Macdonald measure.
Let us study the relation to integrable spin models. First we examine the relation
between the N = 4 SQCD and the spin-1
2
XXZ quantum spin chain. It is shown in
[53] that the saddle point equation of the twisted effective superpotential for the mass
deformed N = 4 SQCD corresponds to the Bethe ansatz equation for the spin-1
2
XXZ
model. We recall that the partition functions on the three dimensional ellipsoid S3b depend
on the squashing parameter b. In the limit b → 0, the effective twisted superpotential
appears. Similarly, in the semi classical limit, an effective twisted superpotential appears.
Here the semiclassical limit means that q → 1 with keeping the other parameters finite.
It is different from the two dimensional limit. In the Abelian case (the rank of the gauge
group N = 1), semiclassical behaviors of holomorphic blocks correctly reproduce the
Bethe ansatz equation for the XXZ spin chain [54](see also [55]). Therefore we expect the
Bethe ansatz also appears in the semiclassical limit of the 3d index (6.32) for generic rank
N . To see this, we take the semiclassical limit and look at the behavior of the index;
IN=4S1×D2 ∼
1
N !
∫ N∏
a=1
dsa
2πisa
exp
( 1
2β
WN=4eff
)
, (q → 1), (6.33)
with
WN=4eff =
∑
a6=b
(
Li2(sas
−1
b )− Li2(tsas−1b )
)
+
Nf∑
l=1
N∑
a=1
(
Li2(sat
− 1
2 z˜−1l )− Li2(sat
1
2 zl)
)
.
(6.34)
We can evaluate the saddle point of this system and obtain a set of equations exp
(
sa∂saWN=4eff
)
=
1, which is written as
N∏
b=1
b6=a
sinh(yb − ya − c)
sinh(yb − ya + c) =
Nf∏
l=1
sinh(ya − c2 −Ml)
sinh(ya +
c
2
− M˜l)
. (6.35)
Here we defined ya = 2 log sa, c := 2 log t. By redefining parameters, this is equivalent to
the Bethe ansatz equation for the sl(2) spin-1
2
inhomogeneous XXZ quantum spin chain.
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The parameters in the gauge theory are related to those of the spin chain: the rank
of the color N corresponds to the number of excitations and the number of flavor Nf
corresponds to the number of sites of the spin chain. Flavor fugacities for the hyper
multiplets correspond to impurity parameters. So far the periodic boundary condition
is imposed in the spin chain. But twisted periodic boundary condition in the spin chain
is reproduced by introducing the FI-term. Also the generalization to the sl(K) case is
straightforward by considering quiver gauge theory.
The correspondence between the N = 4 SQCD and the XXZ model is already known
in the context of the gauge/Bethe correspondence. But we will propose a new example
for the gauge/Bethe correspondence: The ”gauge” side is the pure N = 3 Chern-Simons-
Matter theory, namely, we take Nf = 0 in (6.32) and introduce a dynamical Chern-Simons
term with level κ. The ”Bethe” side (quantum integrable model) is the q-boson hopping
model [56]. The existence of the gauge/Bethe correspondence for Chern-Simons(-Matter)
theories was first pointed out in [57, 58]. In this case, we have to introduce matters on the
boundary to cancel the anomalous Chern-Simons terms. But in the semiclassical limit,
it is not necessary to know precisely matter contents of the boundary multiplets because
one-loop determinants of the boundary multiplets without anomalous terms Z2d1-loop behave
Z2d1-loop ∼
N∑
a=1
κ
2
(log sa)
2. (6.36)
Thus we can read the effective twisted superpotential
WN=3eff =
κ
2
N∑
a=1
(log sa)
2 +
∑
a6=b
(
Li2(sas
−1
b )− Li2(tsas−1b )
)
. (6.37)
and obtain the set of saddle point equations
sκa =
N∏
b=1
b6=a
sat− sb
sa − tsb . (6.38)
This is the Bethe ansatz equation for the q-boson hopping model for the κ-particles sector
with the periodic boundary condition. The number of sites corresponds to the rank of
the gauge group N .
6.5 Domain wall index on S1 × S2
In four dimensions, 4d-3d coupled partition functions or superconformal indices have been
introduced in [59], [60]. In this section we briefly mention on 3d-2d domain wall index on
S1 × S2.
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The domain wall N = (0, 2) theory lives on T 2 = S1 × S1ϑ=π
2
⊂ S1 × S2 and couples
with two different theories, each of which lives on a northern part S1 ×D2N (ϑ ≤ π2 ) or a
southern part S1 × D2S(ϑ ≥ π2 ). Let GN and GS be gauge groups of the N = 2 theory
on S1 × D2N and S1 × D2S, respectively. Their partition functions Z1-loopS1×D2
N
(s), Z1-loop
S1×D2
S
(s˜)
are expressed by one-loop determinants of the N = 2 theory on northern S1 × D2N and
southern S1×D2S . Here sa’s and s˜b’s label Cartan parts of exponentiated holonomies ofGN
and GS along the S
1-direction. On the boundary torus, the multiplets of the N = (0, 2)
theory have charges associated with the gauge groups GN ×GS and its partition function
Z1-loopT 2 (s, s˜) is represented by the one-loop determinant of the N = (0, 2) theory. By
collecting these functions, we can write down the domain wall index:
IDWS1×S2 =
∫ ∫ rk(GN )∏
a=1
dsa
2πsa
rk(GS)∏
b=1
ds˜b
2πs˜b
Z1-loop
S1×D2
N
(s)Z1-loopT 2 (s, s˜)Z
1-loop
S1×D2
S
(s˜).
(6.39)
The matter contents and two bare Chern-Simons levels have to be chosen to cancel the
total bulk-boundary anomalies.
6.6 Wilson-Vortex loop and q-shifting operator
In this section we study properties of flavor Wilson loops and vortex loops on the 3d
index IS1×D2(q2, z). When we switch on the l-th flavor background gauge field A(l)µ =
(0, 0,−iMl/βr), an associated flavor Wilson loop with a charge Q is defined by
W
(l)
F = exp
(
iQ
∫
A(l)τ dτ
)
. (6.40)
Then the expectation value of the flavor Wilson loop is given by using the index 〈W (l)F 〉 =
z−Ql IS1×D2. The localization computation of vortex loops was also studied in [61, 62].
Vortex loops are defined as some defect operators specified by line singularities similar
to ’t Hooft loops. This means the boundary conditions for the component fields in three
dimensional theories are modified near the vortex loops. Since the appropriate equivariant
index theorem for the manifold with the boundary has not been known yet, it is difficult
to directly evaluate the effects of the vortex loops on the manifold with the boundary,
for example, S1 × D2. In stead of the direct computation, we can apply the method
studied in [61] to our model. That is, the vortex loop is obtained by acting S ∈ SL(2,Z)
transformation on the flavor Wilson loop
V
(l)
F = S
−1W (l)F S. (6.41)
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Here the S-transformation is defined by adding an FI-term for the l-th flavor background
gauge field and gauging this background field
(S · IS1×D2)(q2, ζl) =
∫
dMl IS1×D2 e2πiζlMl. (6.42)
The transformation S−1 is also given as the inverse transformation of S and the vortex
loop acts on the 3d index as
(S−1W (l)F S) · IS1×D2(q, z
′
l) =
∫
dζle
−2πiM ′
l
ζle2πiQζl
∫
dMl IS1×D2 e2πiζlMl
= IS1×D2(q2, z′lqQ). (6.43)
Thus we obtain the expectation value of the vortex loop for l-th flavor gauge field by
shifting the l-th flavor fugacity 〈V (l)F 〉 = IS1×D2(q2, zlqQ). As a result, flavor vortex loops
are regarded as q-shifting operators. The successive actions of Wilson-vortex loops on the
3d index do not commute, but they satisfy the following commutation relations
〈V (l)F W (k)F 〉 = q−Qδlk〈W (k)F V (l)F 〉. (6.44)
7 Summary and discussion
In this paper, we have evaluated the partition functions of the N = 2 supersymmetric
Chern-Simons-Matter theories on S1 × D2 in terms of localization techniques. In the
particular choice of the fugacity β2 = β, we find the conditions to cancel anomalous
terms are reduced to the decomposition rule for effective mixed Chern-Simons levels in
the holomorphic blocks for the Abelian gauge theories. In these cases, 3d-2d indices we
have evaluated reproduce the holomorphic blocks. On the other hand, there might be a
mismatch in the sector of the vector multiplet and effective Chern-Simons levels. One
possibility of the mismatch seems to come from the difference in the metrics of S1×D2 and
Melvin cigar. Both spaces have the same topology as the solid torus, but have different
metrics. It is desirable to study further to reveal the origin of this discrepancy. We
postpone this problem in our future work.
We also study the connection between our indices on S1 × D2 and several topics;
the K-theoretic J-function for the CPN model, vortex partition functions and surface
operators, the 3d analogue of the matrix factorization, gauge/Bethe correspondence and
loop operators.
We have constructed boundary interactions which can be regarded as three dimen-
sional uplifts of the matrix factorizations. Although the boundary interactions in three
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dimensions (the N = (0, 2) superpotential term (3.13)) have quite different expressions
from two dimensional ones (roughly speaking, Wilson loops for superconnections). After
the localization computation is performed, the partition functions can reproduce the two
dimensional partition functions on the hemisphere by the dimensional reduction.
In this paper we did not study the boundary interaction described by the G/G chiral
gaugedWZWmodel in detail. It is interesting to study the 3d-2d index with this boundary
interactions.
In [19], the 2d-4d correspondence was proposed. The 2d side describes the N = (0, 2)
flavored elliptic genus [63, 64] and the 4d side is related to the Vafa-Witten partition
functions [65] on four-manifolds. In this paper, we have realized N = (0, 2) indices as the
boundary interactions of 3d N = 2 supersymmetric theories. The 3d-2d coupled index is
expected to be related to some Vafa-Witten partition function with degrees of freedom
on the three dimensional boundary, which is realized as the asymptotic boundary of the
four-manifold. It is interesting to explore the connection between the 3d-2d indices and
the partition functions of the 3d-4d coupled systems.
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A Conventions of 3d N = 2 theory on S1 ×D2
We use gamma matrices γaˆ in the local Lorentz frame:
γ1ˆ =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, γ2ˆ =
(
0−i
i 0
)
, γ3ˆ =
(
1 0
0−1
)
. (A.1)
In curved spaces, one can define γµ = e
aˆ
µγaˆ by using dreivein e
aˆ
µ. The charge conjugation
matrix is expressed by
Cαβ = −iγ2ˆ =
(
0−1
1 0
)
, (A.2)
which satisfies CγµC−1 = −(γµ)T . With this C, the spinor product is defined by
ǫψ := ǫαψα = ǫ
αCαβψ
β = ǫTCψ. (A.3)
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The supersymmetric transformation of the N = 2 vector multiplet is given by
δAµ =
i
2
(ǫ¯γµλ− λ¯γµǫ),
δσ =
1
2
(ǫ¯λ− λ¯ǫ),
δλ = −1
2
γµνFµνǫ−Dǫ+ iγµDµσǫ+ 2i
3
σγµDµǫ, (A.4)
δλ¯ = −1
2
γµνFµν ǫ¯+Dǫ¯− iγµDµσǫ¯− 2i
3
σγµDµǫ¯,
δD = − i
2
ǫ¯γµDµλ− i
2
Dµλ¯γ
µǫ+
i
2
[ǫ¯λ, σ] +
i
2
[λ¯ǫ, σ]− i
6
(Dµǫ¯γ
µλ+ λ¯γµDµǫ).
For the N = 2 chiral multiplet, the supersymmetric transformation is expressed as
δφ = ǫ¯ψ,
δφ¯ = ǫψ¯,
δψ = iγµǫDµφ+ iǫσφ+
2i∆
3
γµDµǫφ+ ǫ¯F,
δψ¯ = iγµǫ¯Dµφ¯+ iφ¯σǫ¯+
2i∆
3
φ¯γµDµǫ¯+ F¯ ǫ, (A.5)
δF = ǫ(iγµDµψ − iσψ − iλφ) + i
3
(2∆− 1)Dµǫγµψ,
δF¯ = ǫ¯(iγµDµψ¯ − iψ¯σ + iφ¯λ¯) + i
3
(2∆− 1)Dµǫ¯γµψ¯.
Here covariant derivative is defined byDµ = ∇µ+iAaµT aR with the vector bosonAµ = AaµT aR
in the representation R.
B 2d N = (0, 2) supersymmetry on the boundary torus
The generators of the supersymmetric transformations are defined by the restriction of
the three dimensional Killing spinors ǫ′ and ǫ¯′ on the boundary torus :
(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)ǫ
′ =
i
r
ǫ′, (D2ˆ − iD3ˆ)ǫ′ = 0,
(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)ǫ¯
′ =
−i
r
ǫ¯′, (D2ˆ − iD3ˆ)ǫ¯′ = 0. (B.1)
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The set of commutators of the supersymmetric transformations of the vector multiplet is
given by
[δ1, δ2](A2ˆ − iA3ˆ) = α(−2i)F2ˆ3ˆ,
[δ1, δ2]λ1 = α
[
−2(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)λ1 +
2i
r
λ1
]
,
[δ1, δ2]λ¯1 = α
[
−2(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)λ¯1 −
2i
r
λ¯1
]
,
[δ1, δ2]Dˆ = α2(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)Dˆ. (B.2)
Next the set of commutators of the supersymmetric transformations of the chiral multiplet
is expressed as
[δ1, δ2]φ = α
[
2(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)φ+ 2
i∆
r
φ
]
,
[δ1, δ2]ψ
′ = α
[
−2(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)ψ′ −
2i
r
(∆− 1)ψ′
]
,
[δ1, δ2]φ¯ = α
[
2(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)φ¯− 2
i∆
r
φ¯
]
,
[δ1, δ2]ψ¯
′ = α
[
−2(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)ψ¯′ +
2i
r
(∆− 1)ψ¯′
]
. (B.3)
At last the set of commutators of the supersymmetric transformations of the Fermi mul-
tiplet is given by
[δ1, δ2]Ψ = α
[
2(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)Ψ +
2i
r
(∆˜− 1)Ψ
]
,
[δ1, δ2]G = α
[
2(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)G+
2i
r
(∆˜− 2)G
]
,
[δ1, δ2]Ψ¯ = α
[
2(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)Ψ¯ +
2i
r
(1− ∆˜)Ψ¯
]
,
[δ1, δ2]G¯ = α
[
2(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)G¯+
2i
r
(2− ∆˜)G¯
]
. (B.4)
Here we defined α = ǫ¯′2ǫ
′
1 − ǫ¯′1ǫ′2.
C Definitions of functions
The dilogarithm function is defined by
Li2(x) =
∞∑
n=1
xn
n2
, (C.1)
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and an integral representation of this dilogarithm function is given by
Li2(x) = −
∫ x
0
dt
log(1− t)
t
. (C.2)
Next the q-Pochhammer symbol is defined by
(a; q)n =
n−1∏
i=0
(1− aqi), (C.3)
and the q-theta function is defined for |q| < 1
θ(y; q) =
∞∏
n=0
(1− yqn)(1− y−1qn+1), y ∈ C∗, |q| < 1. (C.4)
The quantum dilogarithm function is defined by
Li2(x; q) =
∞∑
n=1
xn
n(1− qn) , |x|, |q| < 1. (C.5)
The q-Pochhammer symbol is expressed by the quantum dilogarithm as
(x; q)∞ = exp(−Li2(x; q)), (C.6)
and the semiclassical limit is given by
Li2(x; e
2~) ∼ − 1
2~
Li2(x), ~→ 0 (C.7)
D Derivation of one-loop determinants
D.1 3d vector multiplet
In this subsection, we evaluate one-loop determinants of the super Yang-Mills theory
(2.9). The evaluation of one-loop determinant on S1×D2 can be performed in the similar
manner to [16, 17]. Because we treat bosonic fields on S1 × D2, we shall introduce
scalar harmonics Yjm and vector harmonics (C
λ
jm)i on S
2 labeled by sets of (j,m)’s with
j ≤ |m| (j = 1, 2, 3, · · · ). Each field in the multiplet is expanded by these harmonics and
generators Eα’s associated with roots α’s in the Cartan Weyl basis: (Cartan parts for the
fluctuations are omitted)
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σ =
∑
j
∑′
m
∑
α>0
σαYjmEα + (h.c), (D.1)
Ai =
2∑
λ=1
∞∑
j=1
j∑′
m=−j
∑
α>0
Aαλjm(C
λ
jm)iEα + (h.c), (i = 1, 2) (D.2)
A3 =
∑
α>0
∞∑
j=1
j∑
m=−j
j−m=even
Aα3jmYjmEα + (h.c.). (D.3)
Here symbol ”(h.c)” means the Hermitian conjugate and the sum
∑′ represents surviving
modes under the boundary condition (2.10)
Yjm : j −m = even, (Neumann), (D.4)
Yjm : j −m = odd, (Dirichlet), (D.5)
C1jm : j −m = even, C2jm : j −m = odd. (D.6)
Next we turn to ghost fields (c, c¯). The theory has gauge symmetry and we need to
introduce ghost terms for fixing the symmetry
Lghost+g.f. = −c¯∇iDic+ 1
2ξ
(∇iAi)2. (D.7)
We take the Neumann boundary condition for ghost fields (c, c¯) and expand them by the
harmonics
c =
∑
j
∑′
m
∑
α6=0
cαjmYjmEα. (D.8)
One can represent the bosonic part Lvec.b of the super Yang-Mills and the ghost part
Lghost at the quadratic order as∫
D2
Lghost = 1
2r2
∑
α
∑′
j,m
Tr(EαE−α) · (−1)m j(j + 1) c¯αj,mc−αj,−m,∫
D2
Lvec.b = 1
2r2
∑
α>0
∑′
j,m
Tr(E−αEα) · Vα†jm · M · Vαjm ,
Vαjm = (Aα1jmAα2jmAα3jm σαjm )T ,
M =


ξ−1 · j(j + 1)− r2D3D3 0
√
j(j + 1) · rD3 0
0 j(j + 1)− r2D3D3 0 −
√
j(j + 1)
−√j(j + 1) · rD3 0 j(j + 1) 0
0 −√j(j + 1) 0 j(j + 1) + 1− r2D3D3

 .
(D.9)
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Then one-loop determinants of bosonic and ghost parts respectively become products
of modes (j,m)
Zvec.b =
∏
α6=0
∏
j−m=even
[j(j + 1)]−1
×
∏
α6=0
∏
j−m=odd
[(j + 1 + rD3)(j − rD3)(j + 1− rD3)(j + rD3)]− 12 , (D.10)
Zghost =
∏
α6=0
∏
j−m=even
[j(j + 1)] . (D.11)
Here Zghost is cancelled by the first line in the right hand side of (D.10). The twisted
boundary condition along the S1 requires that D3 acts on an operator O with an R-
charge R and a set of modes (n,m)
βrD3O = [2πin+ iβrρ(a)− (R +m)β1 +mβ2 + FlMl]O. (D.12)
For examples, the R-charge for the gauge field is 0 and that for the fermion λ(λ¯) is −1(+1).
Then the unregularized one-loop determinant of the bosonic part is given by
∏
α6=0
∏
n∈Z
∞∏
j=1
j−1∏
m=−j+1
j−m=odd
(2πin+ iβrα(a) + (j −m+ 1)β1 + (j +m+ 1)β2)−1
×(2πin + iβrα(a) + (j +m)β1 + (j −m)β2)−1.
We make a remark here: We have fixed the gauge symmetry with ∇iAi = 0, but
there is a residual gauge symmetry δAτ = Dτκ with a parameter κ(τ). In order to fix
this symmetry, we impose a condition ∂τω = 0 with ω :=
1
vol(D2)
∫
D2
Aτ and introduce
a set of a ghost and an anti-ghost. When we integrate these ghost fields, they induce a
contribution detDτ to the partition function. It is evaluated up to an overall constant
detDτ =
∏
n 6=0
∏
α
(
2πi
n
βr
+ iα(λ)
)
≈
∏
α>0
1
α(λ)2
sin2
βrα(λ)
2
(D.13)
where λi (i = 1, 2, · · · , N) is the set of eigenvalues of the matrix ω and α is the root. The
measure of the matrix integral is represented by dω =
∏
i dλi
∏
α>0 α(λ)
2 and dω ·detDτ =∏
i dλi
∏
α>0 sin
2 βrα(λ)
2
.
Next we shall consider the contribution of fermions to the one-loop determinant. We
consider the fermionic part of the Yang-Mills Lagrangian and evaluate the fluctuations
around the saddle point at the quadratic order. We expand the gauging in terms of the
spinor harmonics χ±j,m(ϑ, ϕ)
λ =
∑
α6=0
∑
s=±
∑
j
∑′
m
λα,sjmχ
s
jmEα. (D.14)
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Here the sum
∑′ expresses the surviving modes under the boundary condition (2.10)
rγ3γ
iDiχ
±
jm = ±
(
j +
1
2
)
χ±jm,
χ+jm : j −m = even, χ−jm : j −m = odd. (D.15)
By using this spinor harmonics, we can write down the fermion part of the Yang-Mills
Lagrangian
S(2)vec
∣∣∣
fer
=
∫
S1
∑
α6=0
∞∑
j= 1
2
i
4r
[ ∑
m:j−m=even
(−1)−m+ 12 λ¯α,−j,−m(j + rD3)λ−α,+j,m
+
∑
m:j−m=odd
(−1)−m+ 12 λ¯α,+j,−m(j − rD3 + 1)λ−α,−j,m
]
Tr(EαE−α),
and calculate the one-loop determinant
∞∏
j= 1
2
∏
m:j−m=even
Det(j + rD3)
∏
m:j−m=odd
Det(j − rD3 + 1). (D.16)
First we can evaluate the factor Det(j − rD3 + 1) with j = j′ + 12 , m = m′ + 12
Det(β(j + 1)− βrD3) =
∏
n∈Z
∏
α6=0
∞∏
j′=0
j′−1∏
m′=−j′−1
j′−m′=odd
(2πin+ iβrα(a) + (j′ +m′ + 1)β1 + (j′ + 1−m′)β2).
Similarly the other factor Det(j + rD3) is evaluated with j = j
′ − 1
2
, m = m′ + 1
2
Det(βj + βrD3) =
∏
n∈Z
∏
α6=0
∞∏
j′=1
j′−1∏
m′=−j′+1
j′−m′=odd
(2πin+ iβrα(a) + (j′ −m′)β1 + (j′ +m′)β2).
Then the one-loop determinant of the vector multiplet results in the product formula
Z3d.vec1-loop =
∏
α6=0
e
−(iβrα(a))2
8β2 (q2e−iβrα(a); q2). (D.17)
Here we adopted the zeta function regularization used in [23]. In the evaluation of the
one-loop determinant in the following subsections, we use the same regularization scheme.
As expected, the one-loop determinant of the vector multiplet does not depend on the
fugacity β1.
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D.2 3d chiral multiplet
D.2.1 Neumann boundary condition
We first evaluate the one-loop bosonic determinant for the chiral multiplet. When the
Neumann boundary condition (2.18) is imposed, φ and φ¯ can be expanded as follows:
φ =
∑
ρ
∞∑
j=0
j∑
m=−j
j−m=even
φρjmYjm(ϑ, ϕ)Eρ, (D.18)
Here ρ runs over the weight of the representation R of the Lie algebra Lie(G). At the
quadratic order of fluctuation, the action of the chiral multiplet is expanded in terms of
scalar harmonics
S
(2)
chi
∣∣∣
bos
=
1
2r2
∫
S1
∞∑
j=0
j∑
m=−j
j−m=even
∑
ρ
φ¯ρj,m (j +∆+ rD3) (j + 1−∆− rD3)φρjm.
(D.19)
Under the twisted periodic condition (4.1), the factor (j +∆+ rD3) in (D.19) contributes
to the unregularized one-loop determinant of the bosonic fields
∞∏
j=0
j∏
m=−j
j−m=even
Det ((j +∆)β + βrD3)
−1
=
∏
n∈Z
∞∏
j=0
j∏
m=−j
j−m=even
∏
l
(2πin+ iβrρ(a) + (j −m)β1 + (j +∆+m)β2 + FlMl)−1.
(D.20)
Similarly the other factor (j + 1−∆− rD3) contributes to the unregularized one-loop
determinant of the bosonic fields
∞∏
j=0
j∏
m=−j
j−m=even
((j + 1−∆)β − βrD3)−1
=
∏
n∈Z
∞∏
j=0
j∏
m=−j
j−m=even
(−2πin− iβrρ(a) + (j +m+ 1)β1 + (j + 1−∆−m)β2 − FlMl)−1.
(D.21)
Next we evaluate the one-loop determinant of fermions. We expand the ψ, ψ¯ by the
spinor harmonics χsjm as
ψ =
∑
ρ
∑
s=±
∞∑
j= 1
2
j∑′
m=−j
ψρ,sjm(τ)χ
s
jm(ϑ, ϕ)Eρ. (D.22)
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Here the sum
∑′ expresses the surviving modes under the boundary condition (2.18)
χ+jm : j −m = odd, χ−jm : j −m = even. (D.23)
Then the action of the chiral multiplet (2.17) can be expanded at the quadratic order
S
(2)
chi
∣∣∣
fer
=
i
2r
∫
S1
∑
ρ
∑
j
∑
m;j−m=even
ψ¯ρ,+j,−m (j − rD3 + 1−∆)ψρ,−j,m · (−1)m−1/2
+
i
2r
∫
S1
∑
ρ
∑
j
∑
m;j−m=odd
ψ¯ρ,−j,−m (j + rD3 +∆)ψ
ρ,+
j,m · (−1)m−1/2.
(D.24)
The factor (j − rD3 + 1−∆) contributes to the one-loop determinant of the chiral mul-
tiplet with j = j′ + 1
2
, m = m′ + 1
2
∞∏
j= 1
2
Det ((j −∆+ 1)β − βrD3)
=
∏
n∈Z
∞∏
j′=0
j′∏
m′=−j′
j′−m′=even
∏
l
(−2πin− iβrρ(a) + (j′ +m′ + 1)β1 + (j′ + 1−∆−m′)β2 − FlMl).
The other factor (j + rD3 +∆) contributes to the one-loop determinant of the chiral
multiplet with j = j′ − 1
2
, m = m′ + 1
2
∞∏
j= 1
2
Det ((j +∆)β + βrD3)
=
∏
n∈Z
∞∏
j′=1
j′−2∏
m′=−j′
j′−m′=odd
∏
l
(2πin+ iβrρ(a) + (j′ −m′)β1 + (j′ +∆+m′)β2 + FlMl).
(D.25)
Therefore the one-loop determinant of the chiral multiplet with the Neumann boundary
condition is given by
Z3d.chi.N1-loop =
∏
ρ∈R
∏
n∈Z
∞∏
j=0
∏
l
(2πin + iβrρ(a) + (2j +∆)β2 + FlMl)
−1
=
∏
ρ∈R
∏
l
eE(iβrρ(a)+∆β2+FlMl)(e−iβrρ(a)−FlMlq∆; q2)−1. (D.26)
The one-loop determinant of the chiral multiplet also does not depend on the parameter
β1.
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D.2.2 Dirichlet boundary condition
Next we evaluate the bosonic one-loop determinant for the chiral multiplet with Dirichlet
boundary condition (2.19). At quadratic order, bosonic part of the action is expanded as
S
(2)
chi
∣∣∣
bos
=
1
2r2
∫
S1
∞∑
j=0
j∑
m=−j
j−m=odd
∑
ρ
φ¯ρj,m (j +∆+ rD3) (j + 1−∆− rD3)φρjm.
(D.27)
Thus, the factor (j +∆+ rD3) in (D.27) contributes to the the unregularized one-loop
determinant of the bosonic fields
∞∏
j=1
j−1∏
m=−j+1
j−m=odd
Det ((j +∆)β + βrD3)
−1
=
∏
n∈Z
∞∏
j=1
j−1∏
m=−j+1
j−m=odd
∏
l
(2πin+ iβrρ(a) + (j −m)β1 + (j +∆+m)β2 + FlMl)−1.
The other factor (j + 1−∆− rD3) contributes to the unregularized one-loop determinant
of the bosonic fields
∞∏
j=1
j−1∏
m=−j+1
j−m=odd
∏
l
((j + 1−∆)β − βrD3) −1
=
∏
n∈Z
∞∏
j=1
j−1∏
m=−j+1
j−m=odd
(−2πin− iβrρ(a) + (j +m+ 1)β1 + (j + 1−∆−m)β2 − FlMl)−1.
Next we evaluate the one-loop determinant of fermions. In this case, the sum
∑′ in
(D.22) expresses the surviving modes under the boundary condition (2.19)
χ+jm : j −m = even, χ−jm : j −m = odd. (D.28)
Then the action of the chiral multiplet (2.17) can be expanded at the quadratic order
S
(2)
chi
∣∣∣
fer
=
i
2r
∫
S1
∑
ρ
∑
j
∑
m;j−m=odd
ψ¯ρ,+j,−m (j − rD3 + 1−∆)ψρ,−j,m · (−1)m−1/2
+
i
2r
∫
S1
∑
ρ
∑
j
∑
m;j−m=even
ψ¯ρ,−j,−m (j + rD3 +∆)ψ
ρ,+
j,m · (−1)m−1/2.
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Then, the factor (j − rD3 + 1−∆) contributes to the one-loop determinant of the chiral
multiplet
∞∏
j= 1
2
Det ((j −∆+ 1)β − βrD3)
=
∏
n∈Z
∞∏
j′=0
j′−1∏
m′=−j′−1
j′−m′=odd
∏
l
(−2πin− iβrρ(a) + (j′ +m′ + 1)β1 + (j′ + 1−∆−m′)β2 − FlMl),
where we defined j′ = j − 1
2
, m′ = m− 1
2
. The other factor (j + rD3 +∆) contributes to
the one-loop determinant of the chiral multiplet
∞∏
j= 1
2
Det ((j +∆)β + βrD3)
=
∏
n∈Z
∞∏
j′=1
j′−1∏
m′=−j′+1
j′−m′=odd
∏
l
(2πin+ iβrρ(a) + (j′ −m′)β1 + (j′ +∆+m′)β2 + FlMl).
Here we defined j′ = j+ 1
2
, m′ := m− 1
2
. Therefore the one-loop determinant of the chiral
multiplet with the Dirichlet boundary condition is given by
Z3d.chi.D1-loop =
∏
ρ∈R
∏
n∈Z
∞∏
j=0
∏
l
(−2πin− iβrρ(a) + (2j + 2−∆)β2 − FlMl)
=
∏
ρ∈R
∏
l
e−E(iβrρ(a)+(2−∆)β2+FlMl)(eiβrρ(a)−FlMlq2−∆; q2)∞. (D.29)
D.3 2d N = (0, 2) chiral multiplet
We have a boundary theory with N = (0, 2) supersymmetry. The Lagrangian for the
N = (0, 2) chiral multiplet is given by
LN=(0,2)chi = φ¯(D2ˆ − iD3ˆ)(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)φ+
1
2
ψ¯′(D2ˆ − iD3ˆ)ψ′
+
i∆
r
φ¯(D2ˆ − iD3ˆ)φ+ iφ¯λ¯1ψ′ + iψ¯1λ1φ+ φ¯(F2ˆ3ˆ − iDˆ)φ. (D.30)
The one-loop determinant of the bosonic part is given by
Det(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ +
i∆
r
)(D2ˆ − iD3ˆ)
∼=
∏
ρ
∏
l
∏
m∈Z
∏
n∈Z
(2πin+ iβrρ(a) + (2m+∆)β2 + FlMl)
×
∏
ρ
∏
l
∏
m∈Z
∏
n∈Z
(2πin+ iβrρ(a)− (∆ + 2m)β1 + FlMl)
(D.31)
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The one-loop determinant of the fermionic part is given by
Det(D2ˆ − iD3ˆ) ∼=
∏
ρ
∏
m′∈Z
∏
n∈Z
(2πin+ iβρ(a)− (∆ + 2m′)β1 + FlMl), (D.32)
with m = m′ + 1
2
. So the one-loop determinant of the chiral multiplet can be written by
Z2d.chi1-loop =
∏
ρ
∏
l
e2E(iβrρ(a)+∆β2+FlMl)θ(e−iβrρ(a)−FlMlq∆; q2)
−1
. (D.33)
D.4 2d N = (0, 2) Fermi multiplet
Next we evaluate the one-loop determinant of the Fermi multiplet on torus T 2:
LN=(0,2)Fermi = −Ψ¯(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ)Ψ + 2G¯G+ 2E¯E − ψ¯EΨ− Ψ¯ψE +
i
r
(1− ∆˜)Ψ¯Ψ.
At the quadratic order, the one-loop contribution comes from the determinant of the
fermion
Z2d.Fermi1-loop Det
[
−(D2ˆ + iD3ˆ) +
i
r
(1− ∆˜)
]
∼=
∏
a
∏
ρ
∏
m′∈Z
∏
n∈Z
(2πin + (2m′ + ∆˜)β2 + iβrρ(a) + FaMa)
=
∏
a
∏
ρ
e−2E(iβrρ(a)+∆˜β2+FaMa)θ(e−iβrρ(a)−FaMaq∆˜; q2), (D.34)
with m = m′ + 1
2
.
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